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Revolutionary Greetings,
Welcome to our National Jericho Movement Newsletter. Thank you to all of our members and affiliations
who contribute critical information regarding our Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War as well as updates on
activities, events and actions.
In the past six months we all have rejoiced at the long anticipated successes such as the freedom of Herman
Bell, Seth Hayes, and Debbie Africa. We wish our beloved comrades and their families much love, happiness
and success. We stand in solidarity and support should they need our assistance. Truly these are thankful
times. We have had concerns and losses too, such as Elbert "Big Man" Howard, one of the original founding
members of the Black Panther Party, who joined the ancestors July 23rd 2018. We extend our prayers and
condolences to his family, he will be greatly missed.
As indicated, we are watching the situation regarding the continued efforts to reunite migrant children with
their parents after they were kidnapped at the border. According to The New Times, it appears that records
linking children to families may have disappeared or have been destroyed. As of July 5th the New York Times
reported that “that the agency was dealing with nearly 3,000 children separated from families, about 100 of
them under the age of 5, but would make the reunifications happen in time.” Jericho will continue to provide
updates on these children. (https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/05/us/migrant-children-chaos-family-

separation.html).
Lastly, we deeply mourn the brutal murder of a young African American woman, Nia Wilson age 18, who was
attacked along with her sister at the MacArthur BART station in Oakland, CA. Nia's neck was slashed by a white
man (possible white supremacist) and she died on the platform. We send our love and prayers to her sister and
family.
As Jericho's missive is to free our Political Prisoners/Prisoner's of War, we cannot overlook these tragic acts of
oppression and racist violence. As we report on these incidences, we remember what our freedom fighter's
stood for, and what values and struggles ultimately made them targets of COINTELPRO. Moving forward, we
stand in fierce determination and solidarity to free our remaining Political Prisoner's and Prisoner's of War still
languishing behind the dungeon walls. Much work has been done by Jericho and other organizations, and there
is still much more work to do.
With 20 years behind us and much work ahead, Jericho is growing and as we take on new projects and
missives our goal is to be obsolete within a few years. It is not our vision to keep Jericho going, but it is our
vision that we will reach a time in this country (and others) wherein there will be no more Political
Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War. We envision the day when they all will walk free and into their families arms-who
have been waiting for decades. We hope you join us in making this a reality.
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A Request from Jalil Muntaqim, PP/POW,
Co-Founder of The National Jericho Movement and Jericho

Jalil Muntaqim, who has spent the last 47 years in prison. Photograph: Tom Silverstone for the Guardian

Jericho Movement co-founder Jalil Mutaqim is putting out a call for all organizations, groups, interested
persons who wish to see US Political Prisoner's freed, to support the initiative “In the Spirit of Nelson
Mandela”. Jalil requests that organizations, groups and individuals make efforts to partake in the unique
experience of collectively brain storming to form strategies to bring this struggle to the international arena
and to the United Nations.
This is an initiative to Implore the United Nation to convene a Truth and Reconciliation Tribunal to
explore, expose and address the social, economic and political historic conditions of people of color, and
particularly black people in the United States, revolutionaries and movement organizations that struggle
against these conditions, and the government’s brutal and illegal response to those organizations and
people resulting in the deaths and incarcerations of hundreds. We seek to build political and legal
pressure to call for the release of Political Prisoners.
This most important and historic missive demands a full unified effort. We need you, the movement needs
you, our Political Prisoners/Prisoner's of War need you. Freedom and Justice must be sought not only for
our Political Prisoners who have been waiting for over three to four decades to come home-but for a
just and oppressive free future for our young people and future children. The current state of conditions
just cannot continue. Can we count on you to help facilitate change?
Please contact us to join this campaign and dedicate your support. We ask that you identify your
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organization and contact person; provide your accurate email and phone number and express your intent
and availability to join in on our collaborative efforts. It is our hope to see working groups for the
initiative “In the Spirit of Nelson Mandela” emerge nationwide, building a powerful network of solidarity.
It is within this context of unity, that lies greater chances for victory.
“What counts in life is not the mere fact that we have lived. It is what difference we have made to the
lives of others that will determine the significance of the life we lead.” -90th birthday celebration of
Walter Sisulu, Walter Sisulu Hall, Johannesburg,18 May 2002

Special Jericho Announcements

Seth Hayes: We are elated to report that respected elder Robert Seth Hayes was granted parole and
released July 24, 2018, having met all criteria for release according to his sentence. The parole
commissioners recognized his progress after serving 45 years in prison and granted his parole
application at his eleventh parole hearing.
He is looking forward to being reunited with his family and friends. We welcome him home!
We thank Crystal Hayes, Seth's daughter, for providing us with this most heartfelt letter she wrote about her
dad's homecoming. We hope you enjoy her letter and pictures as much as we did!
“Baba is home, finally!!!
After 46 years in prison, my father, Robert Seth Hayes, is finally home! Having him home has been pure joy this
past week. He was welcomed back home to a wonderful tribe of people who love and adore him, including my
dog Bumblebee who loves cuddling with him. As you may have heard already--his release was very dramatic--
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not shocking right? The hardest and scariest part is that he wasn't released with any insulin whatsoever so he
was immediately taken to get medical care on July 24th.
He has a team of medical practitioners who are so kind and compassionate. Nothing, absolutely nothing,
prepares you for bringing home an elder parent from prison but I feel like I have good support in doing it. I've
met and talked with his entire team of medical providers and they are absolutely wonderful. They are
committed especially to providing care for survivors of torture from all over the world, so they know how to
work with my father and his very complicated medical history. He has been treated for his diabetes and it's
going really well so far. He has a long road ahead of him, but I am feeling very hopeful and confident that he will
get healthy and stay healthy for years and years to come!
To say this past week has been remarkable is the understatement of the year! We've had the most amazing and
honest father and daughter conversations about how prison has impacted us and how to heal from it. I was not
prepared for how my father's release from prison after 46 years would set me free too! I've never been happier.
In just a few days, we've cried, laughed, healed, and experienced pure love and joy. It's been truly remarkable to
watch him giggle all the time and it strengthens my soul. He has the biggest brightest smile ever. He can't stop
smiling and I can't stop staring at him. Our favorite thing to do together this past week has been just staring at
each other and grinning!
I think we were both so stunned that we have this gift of freedom that it didn't even really seem real at first--at
least not for me, it didn't. We appreciate and thank all of you for your years and years of support, diligence, and
love. There are too many to name here, but we especially want to thank his lawyer Eve and his entire PPP team
for the work they did this year in support of his release. I also want to thank our entire Buffalo tribe from Nate
and Leslie and everyone else for stepping up to make sure his home was ready for him! We had a quick potluck
to thank most of you, but I can't thank you all enough! I'd like to also thank my daughter who really did a great
job in supporting his parole this year as well. He's looking forward to talking to you all and saying thank you
himself. It's still quite overwhelming in all good ways, but as things settle and we have a regular routine, we'll
be reaching out again to share more updates and news.
Peace and Blessings!
"Freedom is a constant struggle." ~ Angela Davis
Crystal M. Hayes “

Seth and his daughter Crystal
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Seth with Nate Buckley's daughter Nayella

Seth and his daughter Crystal
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Seth's Home Coming Welcome-Burning Books

Free at Last...We love You Seth!
The Jericho Movement is saddened to learn that beloved comrade Elbert “Big Man” Howard, who was a
founding member of the Black Panther Party in Oakland, joined the ancestors on July 23rd 2018.
Our love, prayers and condolences are with his wife and family. A Celebration of his life will take place
in Oakland, CA in a few weeks. Rise in Power “Big Man”, you will be greatly missed.

Photo's from : https://newafrikan77.wordpress.com/2018/07/24/elbert-big-man-howard-january-5-1938-july-23-2018minister-of-information-black-panther-party-original-six-6/
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-Elbert “ Big Man “ Howard ( January 5, 1938 – July 23, 2018) Minister of Information Black Panther
Party Original Six 6 by newafrikan77
“Today at 6:13 am, Elbert "Big Man", one of the original founding members of the original Black Panther Party,
joined the ancestors. Above all else, Elbert "Big Man" Howard loved his comrades and all oppressed people, who
he never stopped fighting for.. Big Man would say, "All Power Belongs to the People" Born in Tennessee in 1938,
Howard was also the first editor of the Black Panther Party’s newspaper.
Elbert "Big Man" Howard is one of the original founding members of the Black Panther Party. Big Man was a
Black Panther from 1966 to 1974. During that time he served as Deputy Minister of Information and was a
member of the Central Committee and the International Solidarity Committee.
As the Black Panther Party grew in numbers, their programs grew in depth, "Big Man" Howard held several
positions and worked on many projects. "Big Man" Howard himself was responsible for a free medical clinic for
sickle-cell anemia and a work-study program for parolees at the college. The Black Panther Party also created a
free-breakfast program, piqued by poor children's inability to succeed in school due to malnourishment. This
latter operation has actually been the unstated model for generations of government-run breakfast programs.
In efforts to appeal to the community and voice their cause, the Black Panthers decided to found a weekly
newspaper—and looked for an editor. "Big Man" Howard was the first editor of the Black Panther Party
newspaper and Party international spokesperson. As a Black Panther Party spokesman, he traveled and
lectured on the conditions and treatment of African-Americans and other minorities in America. "Big Man"
Howard helped build Solidarity Committees in Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean.
As the first editor of the Black Panther’s newspaper, "Big Man" Howard, help building its circulation to 200,000
copies per week. "Big Man" Howard traveled the world as the Black Panther’s deputy minister of information
and international and established a community medical clinic and an educational program for ex-offenders at
Merritt College. After leaving the party in 1974, Howard returned to Tennessee. In Memphis, he served on the
boards of directors of several African American progressive educational institutions. In 2001, Howard selfpublished his memoir, Panther on the Prowl, covering the rise and fall of the Black Panthers. In 2003, he was a
coordinator for the All of Us or None Ex-Offender Program, and also was a member of the Millions for
Reparations committee.”
All Power To All The People! Bobby Seale http://bobbyseale.com
Please see Full article: https://newafrikan77.wordpress.com/2018/07/24/elbert-big-man-howardjanuary-5-1938-july-23-2018-minister-of-information-black-panther-party-original-six-6/

IN THE SPIRIT OF NELSON MANDELA
-On July 18th, International Nelson Mandela Day, the New Afrikan Liberation Collective in partnership
with IDOC Watch held a panel on political prisoners followed by a demonstration outside the IDOC
headquarters to call attention to the ongoing abuse in Indiana prisons
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"On Mandela Day, July 18, people in Indianapolis honored the revolutionary memory of Nelson Mandela. The
day included a panel discussion about political prisoners in the United States followed by a rally demanding an
end to prison abuses in Indiana. The event, organized by the New Afrikan Liberation Collective and IDOC
(Indiana Department of Corrections) Watch, began at a local church. Attendees heard from Kilaika Shakur of
George Jackson University, Erick Khafre of Millions for Prisoners Human Rights March, Bilal Sunni Ali of the
Jericho Movement, and LaToya Wall of the New Afrikan Black Panther Party.
LaToya Wall opened the panel discussion: “I grew up poor, and when you grow up poor you have schools that
don’t care about your success. You make mistakes. Along the way, you lose your fear, and you’re left with anger
and rage. I’m not going to hurt another human being—I direct that anger and rage into something positive,
something bigger than myself. I fight to help a brother or sister, to make things better for our kids. Slavery is
indeed alive and well. They’ve only changed the language of slavery into the prison system vernacular.”
Erick Khafre reflected on the connection of prisons to capitalism: “This whole dynamic of capitalism and
imperialism and dominant white power is a huge human rights violation. The fact that African people were
brought over here for capitalist exploitation is the biggest human rights violation in the history of the world.
The second phase of slavery exists in the prison-industrial-slave complex and mass incarceration. The
resistance to this system is getting stronger—that’s why you and I are here today.”
After the panel discussion, attendees moved downtown to rally outside the Indiana Government Center, where
IDOC’s central office is located. Activists unfurled banners reading “Prison Lives Matter!” and “End IDOC’s
dehumanization and murder of inmates!” Activists read the demands of prisoners, including an end to
oppressive mail restrictions that prevent prisoners from receiving mail that is not on lined notebook paper,
meaning that holiday and birthday cards are banned and that photographs of loved ones must be copied onto
paper that is unsuitable for photos. Prisoners also demand an end to the refusal of medical attention by prison
doctors and intolerable and unlivable conditions, with buildings lacking ventilation reaching well over 90
degrees in the summer while prisoners are denied cold water and fresh air.
In spite of the presence of a dozen uniformed state police watching and photographing the peaceful gathering,
workers passing by the demonstration expressed solidarity, raising their fists in the Black power salute and
raising their voices in agreement with the prisoners’ demands.
In September 1918, Hoosier socialist Eugene V. Debs was sentenced to 10 years in prison for violating the
Sedition Act by delivering a principled anti-war speech. At the hearing, he addressed the judge, saying, “Your
Honor, years ago I recognized my kinship with all living beings, and I made up my mind that I was not one bit
better than the meanest on Earth. I said then, and I say now, that while there is a lower class, I am in it, and
while there is a criminal element I am of it, and while there is a soul in prison, I am not free.”One hundred years
later, we echo these words and stand in solidarity with those oppressed by the racist criminal injustice system.
End mass incarceration! Free all political prisoners! Shut down prisons and white
supremacy!"https://www.liberationnews.org/hoosiers-rally-prisoners-mandela-day/ OFFICIAL
REPORT TO FOLLOW IN NEXT MONTHS NEWSLETTER
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-In Loving Honor Of Nia Wilson-Rest in Power Young Queen

'Remember Her' A tribute to Nia Wilson
OAKLAND, Calif. (KGO) -- Nia Wilson was just 18 years old when she was killed in what police say was an
unprovoked stabbing at MacArthur BART station in Oakland. Fighting through sorrow, her friends, family, and
the community at large are mourning the teenager who brightened the lives of those she knew, and has inspired
many who never got the chance. Officials say on Sunday, July 22, John Cowell changed Nia and her family's lives
forever when he attacked her and her sister Letifah on the MacArthur BART platform as they tried to make
their way home from a family gathering. Read Full article Here: http://abc7news.com/remember-her-atribute-to-nia-wilson/3819695/
What we know about deadly stabbing at Oakland's MacArthur BART station Wednesday, July 25, 2018
OAKLAND, Calif. (KGO) -- Oakland police have arrested a man who they say stabbed two sisters in an apparent
random attack at the MacArthur BART station Sunday night. One woman was killed in the attack and her sister
was treated for wounds to her neck. Here's everything we know about the attack that claimed the life of 18year-old Nia Wilson. http://abc7news.com/what-we-know-about-deadly-oakland-bart-stabbing/3812465/
Here's how you can help the family of BART stabbing victim Nia Wilson
Wednesday, July 25, 2018 OAKLAND, Calif. (KGO) -- A GoFundMe page has been set up for the family of 18-yearold Nia Wilson, who was killed in an apparent random attack at the MacArthur BART station.
http://abc7news.com/heres-how-you-can-help-the-family-of-nia-wilson/3817377/
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-Ahed and Nariman Tamimi Released: "Warm welcome greets Ahed and Nariman Tamimi upon their release
from Israeli prison. Palestinian teen Ahed Tamimi, 17, and her mother, Nariman Tamimi, were released from
Israeli occupation prisons in the morning of Sunday, 29 July 2018 after serving eight-month prison sentences.
Ahed and her mother were arrested on 19 December 2017 after a video of Ahed confronting occupation
soldiers on the family’s land in the village of Nabi Saleh, including slapping one soldier, went viral on social
media. Ahed and her family are leaders in the anti-colonial indigenous land defense movement in Nabi Saleh,
where the village’s land and even springs are targeted for confiscation and theft by the neighboring illegal,
Jewish-only settlement of Halamish." For full article please see:
http://samidoun.net/2018/07/warm-welcome-greets-ahed-and-nariman-tamimi-upon-their-release-fromisraeli-prison/

-World Cup 2018: The Moral Clarity of Pussy Riot’s Protest
Please Note that the Jericho Movement supports the Pussy Riot in their endeavors.
"On Sunday, in the fifty-second minute of the final game of the World Cup, four women dressed in Russianpolice uniforms charged the field, briefly disrupting the match. They were members of the Russian protest-art
group Pussy Riot.
Pussy Riot is often misidentified as a punk group, which is, in fact, only one of its many guises. The group, which
was founded in 2011, is an open-membership collective that stages actions, documents them on video, and
provides textual statements intended as clear and accessible explanations of their intentions and demands. The
group’s best-known action was what it called a “punk prayer,” in which a group of women attempted to sing a
political prayer of their own making inside the Cathedral of Christ the Savior, in Moscow, in the leadup to
Russia’s 2012 Presidential election. The performance was meant to protest the country’s symbiosis of church
and state. As a result, two of the group’s founding members served twenty-two months in prison. Pussy Riot
released a statement, on Twitter, that claimed responsibility for the World Cup action. It also cited the Russian
poet, artist, and performer Dmitri Aleksandrovich Prigov. Tomorrow will mark eleven years since his death.
One of Prigov’s iconic creations, present in his poetry and performances, was the image of an ideal policeman, a
just and ultimate authority that Pussy Riot’s statement dubbed the Heavenly Policeman. In contrast to the
Heavenly Policeman, the statement suggested, stands the earthly policeman. “The Heavenly Policeman will
protect a baby in her sleep, while the earthly policeman persecutes political prisoners and jails people for
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sharing and liking posts on social media.” (I am providing my own translation from the Russian original.) The
message is not intended to be subtle. In Putin’s Russia, dozens of people are behind bars for political crimes—
which do in fact include social-media behavior such as “liking” and “sharing.” Unlike the 2014 Olympics, in
Sochi, where Pussy Riot also protested, the World Cup has occasioned little criticism or reflection by Western
politicians or media. It has proceeded undisturbed, as though a Heavenly Policeman were guarding its
dreamlike state. For Russians, whose cities have filled with crowds of foreign soccer fans over the past few
weeks, it has also provided a vision of a different life, one of a country integrated into a big and friendly world.
“The World Cup has reminded us of the possibility of a Heavenly Policeman in a wonderful Russia of the future,”
the Pussy Riot statement said. “But the earthly policeman, who intervenes in the game every day and knows no
rules, is destroying our world.” For Full article Please see: https://www.newyorker.com/sportingscene/replay/world-cup-2018-the-moral-clarity-of-pussy-riots-protest

As four members in Russian-police uniforms charged the field during the final, Pussy Riot became the only people to make a
meaningful statement about Russian politics during the World Cup.Photograph by Daniel Malmberg / Getty

A Special Message from our Chair
-No Messages this Month
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Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War
POLITICAL PRISONER OF THE MONTH

Sundiata Acoli

“Sundiata Acoli (born in 1939, as Clark Edward Squire), a New Afrikan political prisoner of war, mathematician,
and computer analyst, was born January 14, 1937, in Decatur, Texas, and raised in Vernon, Texas. He graduated
from Prairie View A & M College of Texas in 1956 with a B.S. in mathematics and for the next 13 years worked
for various computer-oriented firms, mostly in the New York area.
During the summer of 1964 he did voter registration work in Mississippi. In 1968 he joined the Harlem Black
Panther Party and did community work around issues of schools, housing, jobs, child care, drugs, and police
brutality. In 1969 he and 13 others were arrested in the Panther 21 conspiracy case. He was held in jail without
bail and on trial for two years before being acquitted, along with all other defendants, by a jury deliberating less
than two hours.
Upon release, FBI intimidation of potential employers shut off all employment possibilities in the computer
profession and stepped-up COINTELPRO harassment, surveillance, and provocations soon drove him
underground. In May 1973, while driving the New Jersey Turnpike, he and his comrades were ambushed by N.J.
state troopers. One companion, Zayd Shakur, was killed, another companion, Assata Shakur, was wounded and
captured. One state trooper was killed and another wounded, and Sundiata was captured days later. After a
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highly sensationalized and prejudicial trial he was convicted of the death of the state trooper and was
sentenced to Trenton State Prison (TSP) for life plus 30 years consecutive. Upon entering TSP he was
subsequently confined to a new and specially created Management Control Unit (MCU) solely because of his
political background. He remained in MCU almost five years, … let out of the cell only ten minutes a day for
showers and two hours twice a week for recreation. In September 1979, the International Jurist interviewed
Sundiata and subsequently declared him a political prisoner. A few days later prison officials secretly
transferred him during the middle of the night to the federal prison system and put him en route to the
infamous federal concentration camp at Marion, Illinois, although he had no federal charges or sentences.
Marion is one of the highest security prisons in the U.S., also one of the harshest, and there Sundiata was locked
down 23 hours a day …. In July 1987 he was transferred to the federal penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kansas. In
the fall of 1992, Sundiata became eligible for parole. He was not permitted to attend his own parole hearing and
was only allowed to participate via telephone from USP Leavenworth. Despite an excellent prison work,
academic and disciplinary record, despite numerous job offers in the computer profession, and despite
thousands of letters on his behalf, Sundiata was denied parole. Instead, at the conclusion of a 20 minute
telephone hearing, he was given a 20-year hit, the longest hit in New Jersey history, which dictates that he must
do at least 12 more years before coming up for parole again.
The Parole Board’s stated reason for the 20-year hit was Sundiata’s membership in the Black Panther Party and
the Black Liberation Army prior to his arrest, the receipt of hundreds of “Free Sundiata” form letters that
characterized him as a New Afrikan Prisoner of War, and the feeling that the punitive aspects of his sentence
had not been satisfied and that rehabilitation was not sufficiently achieved. The real reason for the 20-year hit
is to attempt to force Sundiata to renounce his political beliefs and to proclaim to the world that he was wrong
to struggle for the liberation of his people.” From: http://www.sundiataacoli.org/about

Medical Updates
-No Medical Updates this Month.

Legal Updates
-Sundiata Acoli: Was brought to Trenton at the end of May for a parole hearing on June 8th. However, Sundiata
refused to attend the hearing as he has not had a chance to speak with his lawyers. Latest news is that the
hearing will be held in November.
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-Jalil Muntaqim: Let's Bring Jalil Home in 2018!

Photo: HISTORY LESSON: Former Black Panther Jalil Muntaqim has taught black history courses to his fellow inmates in the New
York State prison system. Credit: Sheri Pinto. https://indypendent.org/2018/06/after-47-years-behind-bars-will-jalil-muntaqimgo-free/

Parole Letters for Jalil Muntaqim ASAP
“To write a letter in you own words in support of parole for Jalil, address to:
Senior Offender Rehabilitation Coordinator, Sullivan Correctional Facility
325 Riverside Drive, Fallsburg, New York 12733
BUT SEND TO:
Nora Carroll: The Parole Preparation Project, 168 Canal Street, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10013
The subject line should be "Anthony Bottom 77-A-4283
“We are making an effort to include letters of support for Jalil that are personalized and from people who are
familiar with him and his work. If you want further instructions for how to write a strong, personalized letter of
support, please email carroll.nora@gmail.com.
Also, please send a copy of your letter to Jalil for his files. Sign the online petition for Jalil's parole in 2018!
https://www.change.org/p/tina-m-stanford-release-anthony-bottom-jalil-muntaqim-77a4283-onparole-in-june-2018?recruiter=5078994&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium =
copylink&utm_campaign=share_petition
Write to Jalil:
Anthony J. Bottom #77A4283
Sullivan C.F. P.O. Box 116
Fallsburg, NY 12733-0116
If you want to help Jalil A. Bottom with commissary, send a Postal money order to his address above. “

-Leonard Peltier: Our FOIA/ Freedom of Information attorney in Buffalo, NY will be filing an appeal later this
month to have the U.S. Government release specific documents that have been withheld from Leonard’s legal
team for over 40 years. We are told that these documents have been withheld for reasons of national security,
but after 20 years they should have been released. Here we are in 2018 and still trying to get the court
documents that are important to his legal struggle for freedom. https://www.whoisleonardpeltier.info/
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BIRTHDAYS
Please Send a Card!
AUGUST

DUNNE, BILL – Birthday August 3rd

Class War Prisoner
Contact Information
Prison Address
#10916-086 FCI Victorville Medium I
P.O. Box 3725 Adelanto, CA 92301
Affiliation: Class War Prisoner
Captured: 1979. Release date: 2043
"I am a collectivist, long having recognized that in numbers there is strength and capability and security and
satisfaction. There is more humanity in cooperation than in isolation… With mutual struggle, we can forge the
diverse elements of our side of the barricade into a powerful weapon against the depredations of imperial
capital. It can be the tool of emancipation from exploitation and oppression of that class enemy that afflict us
all." For full profile and case please see: https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/dunne-bill

Mutulu Shakur-Birthday: August 8th 1950

REPUBLIC OF NEW AFRICA POLITICAL PRISONER
Prison Address
#83205-012 Federal Correctional Complex
P.O. Box 3900 Adelanto, CA 92301
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Affiliation: Republic of New Afrika
Captured: 1986: Sentenced to 60 years.
“There is a need for a Truth and Reconciliation Commission in the U.S. to resolve the history of slavery,
oppression, racism, segregation, lynching and the issue of political prisoners of the Civil Rights Black Liberation
Struggle who fought against these gross human rights abuses. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission was
also a process set up in South Africa to redress the gross violations of human rights by the apartheid regime. It
was a tool to assist a peaceful transition to a democratic society but public acknowledgement of the gross
human rights abuses by the government and its agent…The idea of crimes against humanity comes under
International Law and the Geneva Convention adopted by the world at the U.N. the liability of such violators lies
on nations as well as individuals who fight against the violators of human rights.”
http://mutulushakur.com
“Dr. Mutulu Shakur is a New Afrikan (Black) man whose primary work has been in the area of health. He is a
doctor of acupuncture and was a co-founder and director of two institutions devoted to improving health care
in the Black community. Mutulu Shakur was born on August 8, 1950, in Baltimore, Maryland as Jeral Wayne
Williams. At age seven he moved to Jamaica, Queens, New York City with his mother and younger sister.
Shakur’s political and social consciousness began to develop early in his life. His mother suffered not only from
being Black and female, but was also blind. These elements constituted Shakur’s first confrontation with the
state, while assisting his mother to negotiate through the maze that makes up the social service system.
Through this experience Shakur learned that the system did not operate in the interests of Black people and
that Black people must control the institutions that affect their lives...” For full profile and case please see:
https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/shakur-mutulu

Russell Maroon Shoatz-Birthday: August 23, 1943

Black Unity Council-Black Liberation Army
Contact Information
Prison Address
#AF-3855--SCI Dallas
1000 Follies Road Dallas, PA 18612
Affiliation: Black Unity Council-Back Panther Party, Black Liberation Army
Captured: 1970-Life.
“Russell Maroon Shoatz is a dedicated community activist, founding member of the Black Unity Council, former
member of the Black Panther Party and soldier in the Black Liberation Army. He is serving multiple life
sentences as a U.S.-held prisoner of war.”
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July

Mr. Simón Trinidad, Birthday-July 30th

Mr. Simón Trinidad,
27896-016 a/k/a Juvenal Ovidio Ricardo Palmera Pineda
US Penitentiary Florence-ADX P.O. Box 8500
Florence, CO 81226-8500
United States

Political Prisoners/POW's Art, Writings, Statements, Interviews
"Over two years, Ed Pilkington has interviewed eight people imprisoned since the 1970s black
liberation struggle that rocked the US. As they near 50 years inside, will America’s black radicals ever
be freed?"
VIDEO INTERVIEW WITH JALIL MUNTAQIM

Jalil Muntaqim, who has spent the last 47 years in prison.
Photograph: Tom Silverstone for the Guardian

“A former member of the Black Panther party and its underground wing the Black Liberation Army, he has
spent almost 47 years in prison for his part in the 1971 murders of two New York city police officers. One of
those officers was Joseph Piagentini, Diane’s husband.
Muntaqim is one of 19 black radicals, including two women, who are still imprisoned 40 or more years after
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they were arrested for violent acts related to the black liberation struggle. Next year the longest-serving inmate,
Romaine “Chip” Fitzgerald, will have been locked up for half a century. The oldest, Sundiata Acoli, is 81. Since
2000, a further 10 black radicals have succumbed to ill health and died in prison. The 19 incarcerated militants
were all part of the 1970s black revolutionary movement. They fought for black power, they were convicted of
killing for it – though many profess their innocence – and today they are still imprisoned for it.
As they grow older, and the length of their incarceration ticks up, the ethical battle over what to do with these
men and women grows ever more intense. Just last week there was a stunning development, reported here for
the first time: Robert Seth Hayes, like Muntaqim a former member of the Black Panthers and Black Liberation
Army was released last Tuesday, aged 69, from the same New York maximum security prison." Please see Full
Article and VIDEO INTERVIEW at: https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/30/black-panthersprison-interviews-african-american-activism

David Gilbert: Author.

ANTI-IMPERIALIST POLITICAL PRISONER
Contact Information
Prison Address
#83A6158 -Wende Correctional Facility, 3040 Wende Rd. Alden, NY 14004
Birthday: October 6, 1944
Affiliation: ANTI-IMPERIALIST POLITICAL PRISONER
Captured: October 20, 1981. Sentence: 75 years to life.
“The starting point for me is identifying with other people. That solidarity, that tenderness, mandates standing
with the oppressed---the vast majority—against the power structure…The Civil Rights Movement also showed
me more of a sense of humanity and nobility of purpose than I found in the white suburbs where I grew
up.”*Please see full article at: https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/gilbert-david
“One of America’s most celebrated political prisoners since his appearance in the Academy Award nominated
film,The Weather Underground, David Gilbert is also the author of No Surrender, a book of essays on politics
and history.” http://www.pmpress.org/content/article.php/DavidGilbert
To purchase his books please see: https://www.leftwingbooks.net/search/content/David%20gilbert
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-Jalil Muntaqim: (Anthony Bottom) AUTHOR-Statement on Immigration by Jalil Muntaqim

Affiliations: Black Panther Party, Black Liberation Army
Contact Information Prison Address
#77A4283 Sullivan Correctional Facility, P.O. Box 116, Fallsburg, NY 12733-0116
Birthday: October 18, 1951
Captured: AUGUST 28, 1971: 25 years to Life - Denied Parole NINE times
“Given the fact, neither the capitalist economic system or electoral politics benefits the majority of Americans,
but rather serves the interest of corporate entities that according to law are persons, as Americans are
considered commerce property, there is no wonder there is a need for a new American Revolution!”Jalil was 19
years old when he was arrested. He is a former member of the Black Panther Party and the Black Liberation
Army. For the past 45 years, Jalil has been a political prisoner, and one of the New York Three (NY3), in
retaliation for his activism in the 1960s and early 1970s.
Many of Jalil's writing can be found on his website http://freejalil.com/
http://www.kersplebedeb.com/mystuff/profiles/ny3.html
Statement on Immigration by Political Prisoner Jalil Muntaqim
“ICE and Homeland Security are targeting immigrants at work, on their jobs, in court buildings, schools and
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Immigration Offices, and on the border, which reminds me of Kristallnacht, broken glass and Germany’s
rounding up of Jews, sending them to concentration camps. It also reminds me of when the U.S. was rounding
up the Japanese in internment camps. The only difference now is that they’re sending people to countries
where many have never lived, like DACA kids and others, whose return to their countries could mean imminent
death. Therefore, our struggle must be one of building international solidarity based on human rights and
opposing Trumpism, which equals white supremacy.
Revolutionary Love and Unity,
Jalil A. Muntaqim “
-Marilyn Buck -Wild Poppies Project Page Revived July 2018

"Since its release in 2004, Wild Poppies has occupied the space where poetry, the struggle for liberation,
imagination and cultural work intersect. The outpouring of poets who participated in this project was an
indication of Marilyn Buck’s significance to the movement and the desire to recognize her life and struggle. In
conjunction with the CD’s original release – the Freedom Archives maintained an online page where one could
read and listen to the poems; read a biography of Marilyn Buck; and learn more about the contributors to Wild
Poppies. Down since our website redesign last year, we’re happy to relaunch those pages under our Project
Section of the website. You can find it here. Special thanks to Rob McBride for his work to revive this page – We
hope you continue enjoy the poetry and spirit of Marilyn Buck.”
https://freedomarchives.org/wild-poppies-project-page-revived/
"This project is an online supplement to the Wild Poppies CD – a gathering of poets to celebrate the work of
sister poet Marilyn Buck, who spent more than 20 years in US prisons for her anti-imperialist politics and
actions. Below you can read a biography of Marilyn Buck; listen to/read the poems on the CD and learn more
about the contributors to Wild Poppies. We hope you enjoy the poetry and spirit of Marilyn Buck."
https://freedomarchives.org/wild-poppies-project-page-revived/
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-Veronza Bowers:

“Man-child Pharoah Dawson, 8, wrote to Veronza, having heard he was sick, and commanded him: “Veronza, don’t die in prison.” For
young Pharoah’s visit, he wore a T-shirt saying, “I am my ancestors’ wildest dream.” Picture from:

http://sfbayview.com/2018/07/veronza-dont-die-in-prison/

Veronza, don’t die in prison! July 3, 2018 by Veronza ‘Daoud’ Bowers Jr.
"Dear People, I send each and every one of you my very warmest greetings from 31 plus years deep inside the
Belly of the Beast. Man-child Pharoah Dawson, 8, wrote to Veronza, having heard he was sick, and commanded
him: “Veronza, don’t die in prison.” For young Pharoah’s visit, he wore a T-shirt saying, “I am my ancestors’
wildest dream.”
My name is Veronza Bowers Jr. (so named after my Father), but many people call me Daoud. I’m a former
member and captain of the original Black Panther Party, and even though government officials claim there are
no political prisoners in this country’s prisons and jails, it’s simply not true. Having already “served” over three
decades in continuous custody in federal prison, I’m one of the longest held political prisoners in the US of A.
There are quite a number of us scattered about, but that’s a very long story. Picture this in your mind … if you
dare: After 30 years of being denied release on parole, despite the fact that your conduct has been exemplary
for over 20 years and you have long since met the criteria to be released on parole, finally your MANDATORY
PAROLE RELEASE date rolls around: April 7, 2004. Everything is set. Your beautiful and precious Daughter, who
was 5 years old when you were taken away to prison, and is now 36, sent you a top-of-the-line fashion suit of
clothes so that you would be properly dressed to “step in the name of freedom, with love.” She, along with three
of your sisters, fly in from across the country to be there at the prison’s gate to pick you up. In fact, there will be
a whole entourage of dear friends and well-wishers who will be out in front of the prison with plans to all
gather at the home of a friend about an hour’s new Cadillac’s ride away. A grand celebration is planned: a big
cook-out at which your God Mother had cooked hot-wings and your favorite home-made strawberry
cheesecake. Another family of friends from the island kingdom of Tonga, in keeping with their cultural
traditions, has roasted underground fresh fish and seven baby pigs. Others are bringing all kinds of food.
There will be a live band playing jazz and blues, a swimming pool etc. etc. In a word, a lot of caring people have
gone through a lot of effort, not to mention expense, to welcome you into their “brave new world” far removed
from the world of prison walls that had kept you on ice for so long. They are there to welcome you with
unconditional love and support. On the inside of the prison there have been “going home” gatherings put
together by friends, replete with food, music and emotion-filled, open-hearted, teary-eyed talk and laughter.
Everyone came together to wish you well and a prosperous life. Picture this in your mind … if you dare: After 30
years of being denied release on parole, despite the fact that your conduct has been exemplary for over 20 years
and you have long since met the criteria to be released on parole, finally your MANDATORY PAROLE RELEASE
date rolls around: April 7, 2004. Everything is set. You’d given away to friends all of your meager possessions:
watch, alarm clock, sweat clothes, running shorts and tennis shoes, handballs, weight lifting belt, visiting
clothes and shoes, commissary items, rain poncho and winter coat. The only things you kept were three Tai-Hei
Shakuhachi (bamboo flutes), a silver concert C flute and some books. You’d used up all your 300-for-the-month
telephone calling minutes because after April 6 you wouldn’t be needing any more from the BOP. You’d made
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the rounds, shaking hands and hugging so many men you’d probably never see again. You’d even tried to give
words of encouragement and hope to young and old men alike who you were leaving behind in very desperate
and hopeless situations. Yes, the time was growing near to leave the world of concrete and steel and razor wire
and gun-towers – the land of the living dead – and you were very happy and at the same time very sad.
The last official thing you were required to do, you did. All prisoners, on the day before their actual release date,
are required to “go on the merry-go-round,” i.e., you must take a check-out form around to each department
head for their signature, which meant that you are cleared of all obligations to that department, viz: your
commissary account is closed, your telephone access is shut off, the laundry department is satisfied that you
don’t have any instuitional clothing (you can’t imagine why they would think a prisoner would want to keep
any), the education and library services department is satisfied you don’t have any books checked out, and a
perfunctory signature from the psychology department, lieutenants’ office, hospital and receiving and
discharge. You did all of that on April 6. Everything is all set and good to go. We have a lift-off, Houston!
After doing all that, you’re sitting outside in the Native Americans’ Sweat Lodge area with two of your closest
friends, just enjoying each other’s company in SILENCE. A loud announcement over the loudspeaker ordering
you to “report to your unit team immediately” breaks your peace. You KNOW that something is not RIGHT. Years
and years of dealing with representatives of the Beast has honed your sixth sense (maybe even a seventh one)
that lets you know the hidden right away.
A loud announcement over the loudspeaker ordering you to “report to your unit team immediately” breaks
your peace. You KNOW that something is not RIGHT.
As you walk into your counselor’s office, you know what he’s about to say, even before he says it. So you focus
upon the one thing that has sustained you and always pulled you through the roughest of times – even pulled
you through those times when knife blades were slashing at flesh, when you learned of the passing of your Dear
Mamma and the officials wouldn’t allow you to attend her funeral even though you had only seven months until
your mandatory parole release date. Yeah … one breath at a time. “You won’t be leaving tomorrow.”
You already knew that, but you didn’t know why. A strange silence fills the room, and since it’s quite obvious
that some reaction is expected from you, you just continue focusing upon the Breath. “Why?” “Well, all we know
is that the National Parole Commission called the institution and ordered that you not be released tomorrow.
The warden is very upset and he’s been on the phone with them all day trying to get some clarity.”
Veronza was introduced to the shakuhachi bamboo flue while in prison and has developed, judging from his
recordings, not only a deeply moving pure tone and smooth technique but the power to transform hearts and
minds and heal bodies.
Just like that! A simple phone call from a National Parole Commissioner in Chevy Chase, Maryland, and all of the
plans for you to be “stepping out in the name of freedom, with love” are cancelled, wiped out, voided until
further notice. How do YOU feel? … Ash … Me, too!”
Sept. 1, 2005, marks the 522nd Day of Unlawful Detention of Political Prisoner Veronza Bowers Jr. Check out his
website for an update and how you can help at www.veronza.org. “What you have just read took place way
back in 2004 and 2005. If this had been a movie, we could have simply pressed a button and presto! we’re in
2018. But this was not a movie, there were no buttons to press, and unfortunately (for me), 14-plus years later
(as of April 7, 2018), I am still being held captive in unlawful detention – 14 years beyond my statutorily
determined “Mandatory Parole/Release” date of April 7, 2004. But, fortunately (for me), I am being represented
by a team of lawyers – I call them my Freedom Team – who are committed and determined to see me take my
long overdue long walk to Freedom. THAT is my battle on the legal front.
As if such a long fight wasn’t enough to test my mettle, in April of last year (2017), I was diagnosed as having
lymphoma (cancer of the lymph nodes). As it is with everything that has to do with us Political Prisoners,
getting immediate medical treatment necessitated my Freedom Team filing in the court, and the court issued an
order for my immediate transfer from USP Atlanta, Georgia, to the Federal Medical Center in Butner, North
Carolina. Sooo, again, imagine THIS … if you dare: You’ve been in continuous federal custody for 44-plus years,
14 of them beyond the time required by law for you to do on your sentence. Now you’ve been told you have
cancer … and you know that several of your Comrades have died from cancer while in federal and state prisons:
Albert “Nuh” Washington; Teddy “Jah” Heath; Bashir Hameed; Herman Wallace, who joined the Ancestors three
days after being released after having served 43-plus years, 37 of them in solitary confinement; Marilyn Buck –
she succumbed to cancer 19 days and nights after her release. And of course you are well aware of the on-going
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attempts of murder through medical neglect of Mumia Abu-Jamal and the ailments of Imam Jalil Al-Amin.
Knowing all of that, and MORE, all you can do is pluck up your courage and prepare to fight for your very life.
As if such a long fight wasn’t enough to test my mettle, in April of last year (2017), I was diagnosed as having
lymphoma (cancer of the lymph nodes). Even though the court-ordered trip from USP Atlanta to FMC Butner
should have been a routine trip … it was everything but routine. In the wee hours of the morning on the day of
your departure, a guard comes to your cell and tells you to “Get dressed, you’re leaving on a medical trip.” “Do I
have time to pack my personal property?” you ask. “No, we’re already running late.” Because you know your
keepers so well, you’d already secured three boxes for your property. So on your way out you stop at your
Homie’s cell and asked him to pack all of your meager belongings and mail everything to one of your
Sisters."...For Full article Please see: http://sfbayview.com/2018/07/veronza-dont-die-in-prison/
“Send our brother some love and light: Veronza Bowers Jr., 35316-136, FMC Butner, P.O. Box 1600, Butner NC
27509 “
-Veronza Bowers: MEDITATION HEALING WITH SHAUHACHI IN FEDERAL PRISON by Veronza Bowers, Jr.

"I have lived the past twenty four years of my life as a federal prisoner with the Bureau of Prisons number
35316-136 appended to my name. For those of you who have never been inside a maximum security
penitentiary, it might be difficult, if not impossible, to imagine it as a place where the plaintive sounds of
shakuhachi can be heard. Ah! But it is true.
I am honored and happy to be able to share with you a story about a young man (whom doctors had told would
never walk again) and a piece of bamboo. This is a story of the human spirit and will at their finest, and a story
of the healing power that is within shakuhachi. In 1987, this young man (let's call him Punchy) was shot in the
back in Detroit, Michigan. The shot and subsequent operation left him completely paralyzed from the waist
down. Call it coincidence, fate or simply the way things happen, but in that very same year I was introduced to
shakuhachi by a man named Monty H. Levenson, shakuhachi maker and now dear friend. Three years later, on
the recreation yard of Terre Haute Federal Penitentiary in Indiana, I first saw Punchy -- he, being pushed in his
wheelchair around the quarter-mile track; me, sitting under the shade of a lone tree blowing my shakuhachi. I
closed my eyes and continued to blow. The song in my heart reflected what I had just seen and my shakuhachi
began to cry. After about two weeks of watching Punchy go for his daily ride, I made arrangements through one
of his drivers to meet him. I explained to Punchy that I practiced an ancient art called Hands on Healing. I
explained about Touch for Health, Acupressure, Tsubo Therapy, Shiastsu Therapy, Jin Shin Do, Massage Therapy
and Meditation Healing using sounds and colors. We talked about ChÕi and the circulation of energy, chakras,
stretching as well as other kinds of physical therapy and exercise. I looked into his eyes and told him I'd like to
try to help him. Although he had never heard of such things and was unable to hide his skepticism, he agreed...."
for Full article please see: https://www.shakuhachi.com/KJ-Veronza.html
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-Leonard Peltier

Community Calls for Action

-FREE ANA AND NINA
The ProLibertad Freedom Campaign
WEBSITE: http://www.ProLibertad.org
ProLibertad@hotmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/ProLibertadFC
https://www.twitter.com/ProLibertad
Telephone: 718-601-4751
Support our International Campaign
to Free Ana Belen Montes:
http://www.prolibertad.org/u-n-campaign-for-ana-belen
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Sign the petition to help Free Nina Droz Franco:
https://www.change.org/p/libertad-para-nina-droz-franco
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-National Prisoners Strike Via Jailhouse Lawyers Speak

"This call is for a two-week national strike beginning on Aug. 21, the anniversary of George Jackson’s
assassination, and extending until Sept. 9, the anniversary of the Attica Prison Rebellion in 1971. The
call has been taken up inside from coast to coast, and across at least 17 different states. The author of
this call, Jailhouse Lawyers Speak, is a national collective of incarcerated people who fight for human
rights by providing other incarcerated people with access to legal education, resources and assistance."
For Full Article Please See: https://www.facebook.com/BlkJailhouselawyer/

-DROP LWOP Rally & Lobby Day – Aug 6, 2018 in Sacramento by prisonerhungerstrikesolidarity

9am - 3pm LOBBYING 12pm RALLY & SPEAK OUT
CA State Capitol Building, 10th and L Streets, Sacramento, CA 95814
"Join Californians United for a Responsible Budget (CURB) members and California Coalition for Women
Prisoners as we visit the capitol to present Governor Brown with our request for him to commute every Life
Without the Possibility of Parole (LWOP) sentence in the state of California.
The noon Rally & Speak Out will feature formerly incarcerated survivors of Life Without Parole, statements and
poetry from inside prison, dance performances, and more! Over 5000 people are serving LWOP (Life Without
the Possibility of Parole) sentences in California prisons. People of color are disproportionately sentenced to
LWOP and of the nearly 200 people serving LWOP in California's womens prisons, the overwhelming majority
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are survivors of abuse, including intimate partner battering, childhood abuse, sexual violence, and sex
trafficking. You can learn about their stories through A Living Chance – the digital story project that helped
start the DROP LWOP Campaign. Life without parole is an inhumane sentence. It denies that people have the
capacity to change, grow and be rehabilitated.
As Governor Brown nears the end of his term, he has granted an unprecedented number of commutations for
people serving LWOP sentences. Commuting a sentence does not guarantee release from prison, but it does
guarantee that each person will have the right to see the Parole Board in their lifetime, rather than being
sentenced to spend the rest of their lives in prison under a “living death penalty.”
Over 110 organizations have signed a letter asking Governor Brown to commute the sentences of all people
serving Life Without Parole in California’s prisons to parole-eligible sentences. We will be delivering the letter
to Governor Brown’s office. Come to Sacramento on August 6th!”
Your organization can sign the letter here: https://droplwop.wordpress.com/letter-to-governor-brown/
Learn all about (and join!) the statewide campaign to DROP LWOP and secure sentence commutations for all
people serving Life Without the Possibility of Parole https://droplwop.wordpress.com/
More info about Rally & Lobby Day:
• from California Coalition for Women Prisoners (CCWP)
https://womenprisoners.org/2018/07/drop-lwop-rally-lobby-day-august-6th/
• from Californians United for a Responsible Budget (CURB)
http://www.curbprisonspending.org/2018/07/05/correctionsbudget/
Facebook event page: https://www.facebook.com/events/199371177555122/

-Sign the Petition to Get Kevin Rashid Johnson Out of Solitary! Urgent Alert! Rashid Transferred to
Sussex! July 25, 2018
Rashid was moved on July 10 from Red Onion to Sussex I State Prison in Virginia. It is feared that this is
preparatory to another out-of-state-transfer, possibly into the federal system and into a site of extreme
isolation.
Urgent demands:
1. No more interstate transfer for Kevin Johnson (#1007485)
2. Release Kevin Johnson from solitary confinement.
The punitive measures and threats have been imposed on Kevin Johnson not because of any violent conduct on
his part but because of his relentless exposure of abuses by prison officials, his willingness to challenge those
abuses through the legal system, and his efforts to educate fellow prisoners and encourage them to challenge by
peaceful means the unhealthy and humiliating conditions to which they are subjected.
We would target the VADOC. One specific target would be the official in charge of interstate compact: Chief of
Corrections Operations David Robinson. We can call the main office number at 804-674-3000 and ask to be
transferred to his phone line. Robinson’s email address is
david.robinson@vadoc.virginia.gov.
Please take a moment to sign the petition here: http://act.rootsaction.org/o/6503/t/0/blastContent.jsp?
email_blast_KEY=214629
Also, write to Rashid at:
Kevin Johnson #1007485
Sussex 1 State Prison
24414 Musselwhite Dr.
Waverly, VA 23891
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-Leonard Peltier Freedom Ride to Coleman

Dear Family, Friends and Supporters; The Leonard Peltier Freedom Ride is coming to Florida
Ken Four Cloud, Crow Creek Sioux, from Ft. Thompson, South Dakota and a rider with the Mankato 38 +2 will
be riding on horseback to highlight Leonard Peltier’s continued struggle for freedom. This ride will kick off on
July 28th in Mankato, Minnesota arriving in Coleman, Florida mid-September.
Ken wrote us asking for Leonard’s blessing and Leonard responded “I am honored and in full support of the
ride. The ride is a way to honor our ancestors and for me to honor my relation White Dog who was one of the
Mankato 38, I want the Committee to help them by raffling off one of my paintings, it is going to be a long ride
for almost three months, and I want my brother and sisters to get here safely”
If you go to their facebook page you will be able to see the route they will be taking and if you can help along the
way, Leonard would be most thankful. You can buy your raffle tickets 1 for $25.00 or 5 for $100.00 at Donate
Button on our website or send a check to ILPDC 116 W. Osborne Ave, Tampa FL 33603. Thank you for your
support! National Office & Board Members Saturday, August 28, 2018 9:00AM Reconciliation Park Mankato,
MN

-Leonard Peltier: It is evident that Leonard has not and will not receive fair and equitable treatment on any
legal level. In order to change this travesty of justice please join the Twitter blast every Wednesday from 6:00
am to 6:00 pm asking President Trump for clemency for Leonard Peltier. Let’s make this a huge national
and international Twitter Campaign !! We are asking ILPDC supporters that don’t use twitter to write a letter to
the President asking for clemency for Leonard. You can find an example of a letter on the ILPDC website.
Moving Leonard’s legal work forward and maintaining a national ILPDC office would not be possible without
your support. We have developed merchandise that we hope you will check out on our website and buy for
family, friends, or work colleagues. Some of the newest items are:
• “The Freedom Coffee Mug”
• Paintings & a lithograph of Leonard’s that can be put on a photo slate
• Red “Free Peltier” T-Shirts will be back in July7, 2018
The ILPDC website is updated weekly please look at our new items on the store page.
https://www.whoisleonardpeltier.info
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-ACTION FOR PAROLE JUSTICE In Memory of John MacKenzie Monday, August 6th at 8am
Gov. Cuomo's NYC Office: 633 3rd Ave. https://www.facebook.com/events/234697907069690/
On the two year anniversary of John MacKenzie's death, we will call on Governor Cuomo to deliver parole
justice in John's name: fire Parole Board Commissioner W. William Smith, who illegally denied John parole at his
10th appearance, and free the thousands of parole-eligible people who remain locked up and away from their
families.

On August 4th, 2016, John MacKenzie died by suicide after the NYS Parole Board denied him parole release for
the 10th time. John was 70 years old, had spent 40 years in prison and while incarcerated transformed his life
and the lives of countless others. He was a father, grandfather, writer, musician and mentor to many. We miss
him dearly."

-Move 9: MOVE 9 40 Year Commemoration. On August 5th 2018 we are asking people to join us for an
Afternoon Of Resistance For The Move 9 .
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“August 8th 2018 will mark Forty Years Since The Move 9 have been unjustly imprisoned for a crime the entire
world knows they did not commit. From the day they were arrested on August 8th 1978, During Their Trial,
The Day After they were each sentenced to 30-100 years, During the Ten years of the parole process, and The
40 years of being unjustly imprisoned MOVE has always maintained their innocence and their innocence has
always shown during this whole Forty Year Period. The reason that they have remained in prison all these years
is the same reason why they went to prison in the first place, because they are committed MOVE members. On
March 13th 1998 Merle Africa died in Pennsylvania Prisons under mysterious circumstances after being
unjustly jailed for Twenty Years. On January 10th 2015 Phil Africa died under Mysterious circumstances in
Pennsylvania Prisons After spending 30 plus years unjustly jailed. Rather than grant parole or release MOVE
this system and its officials will rather see MOVE die in prison. While Pennsylvania makes strides in repairing
the issue of mass incarceration one of the biggest taints in Pennsylvania's history of mass incarceration and
injustice has not been repaired and that is the issue of The Move 9 as it relates to their release from
imprisonment. The Parole Board has pushed the issue of remorse being shown but the question that we want
to ask is has The Parole Board shown any remorse to the children and grandchildren of The Move 9? The Fact
that Several of The Move 9 have Grandchildren Some even Great Grandchildren that they have only been with
on a prison visit is heart wrenching. Where is the remorse from The Parole Board over the fact that children
were torn from their parents arms Forty Years ago and forced to have a relationship with their parents only
through Phone Calls, Letters, and Occasional visits which May have lasted only three hours?
On August 5th 2018 we are asking people to join us for an Afternoon Of Resistance For The Move 9 . First At
10:00 am join us for Running Down The Walls a 5k run organized for The Move 9 by our Brothers And Sisters
From The Philadelphia Anarchist Black Cross that will take place at Fairmount Park. To register for The run
people can go to https://phillyabc.wordpress.com/rdtw/. Then at 3:00pm join us at The Mastery Shoemaker
High School located 5301 Media Street for An Afternoon Panel On MOVE that will feature Ramona Africa, Pam
Africa, Professor Walter Palmer, Karen Falcon and others. Then Later that evening at the same venue we will be
holding our Framed In America Concert as acts are still being confirmed so far we have The Raw Life Crew, Dell
P, Seraiah Nicole and Eli Capella, Jasiri X and a surprise Headliner. We look forward to seeing everyone on
August 5th. Also at this time we are still encouraging people to sign our petition aimed at The United States
Justice Department at https://www.causes.com/campaigns/92454-free-the-move-9 “
Running Down The Walls – Philadelphia ABC
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phillyabc.wordpress.com
Download posters and flyers
August 5, 2018 10 am sharp (Yoga at 9:30) Fairmount Park Hosted by Philly ABC and sponsored by the MOVE
organization, Philadelphia's first Running DownThe Walls (RDTW) event is dedicated to the MOVE 9.
Morning: Fairmount Park @ Poplar St & Poplar Drive
The run will be followed by a 3pm “Framed in America” Concert and Events at Mastery Shoemaker High School
5301 Media St.

-Dareen Tatour sentenced to five months in prison over poem----USACBI Condemns Attack on
Palestinian Poet Dareen Tatour and Calls for Solidarity from Artists, Writers and Cultural Workers-CALL
TO ACTION
We in the US Campaign for the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel express our outrage at the sentencing of
Palestinian poet Dareen Tatour and call for solidarity from artists, writers and cultural workers around the
world. On July 31, Tatour was sentenced to 5 months in Israeli prison for her writings online, including her
poem, "Resist, my people, resist them."
Dareen Tatour is a Palestinian citizen of Israel from the village of Reineh near Nazareth. Her arrest,
imprisonment and trial, which has dragged out over a nearly three-year period, highlights the reality that all
Palestinians face under Israeli occupation. The recent "nation-state" Basic Law has highlighted the apartheid
regime that Palestinians face in occupied Palestine '48, but it reflects the racist nature of the Israeli state since
its founding through Nakba, massacres, colonization and dispossession of Palestinian people since 1948. She
was seized from her family home in Reineh on October 11, 2015; since that time, she spent three months in
Israeli prison before entering house arrest for two and one-half years. She has been denied access to the
internet and was tracked by an ankle bracelet; for a long period, she was kept outside her village, and her
brother and sister-in-law were forced to set aside work and education, compelled to serve as "jailers" to secure
her house arrest."Please see Full Article Here: https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/dareen-tatoursentenced-to-five-months-in-prison-over-poem/ar-BBLiQ5m
"The cultural boycott is growing around the world. Now is the time to join the campaign to support Palestinian
arts targeted for criminalization and marginalization and to take a stand against the complicit Israeli cultural
institutions and state agencies that play a role in those very attacks at the same time that they promote a false
global image of "cultural openness." To sign on to the cultural boycott, visit the USACBI site here:
http://usacbi.org/about/
Rayquan Borum -Letter Writing Dinner for Rayquan Borum-July 3rd BK/NY

With hundreds of thousands of folks across the country taking the streets to make the demand to #AbolishICE,
NYC ABC invites you to support others held captive by the state. For this week’s political prisoner letter-writing
dinner, we are writing to Rayquan Borum. Rayquan Borum was arrested during the Black Lives Matter uprising
in Charlotte, North Carolina. Revolutionaries in the city firmly believe he is falsely being accused of murdering a
young man, in a cover up attempt by the “authorities.”
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If for what ever reason you can’t make it out to write Rayquan in the company of fellow anarchists and vegan
food, we hope you’ll still find some time to write to him here:
Rayquan Borum #0000400226
Mecklenburg County Jail
Post Office Box 34429
Charlotte, North Carolina 28234
-Help Get Malik Washington out of Ad-Seg! - Spokesperson for End Prison Slavery in Texas Movement
All Hands on Deck: Get Malik Washington out of Ad-Seg!
Several weeks ago, friends and supporters of incarcerated freedom fighter Comrade Malik Washington were
overjoyed to hear that he was getting released, finally, from Administrative Segregation (solitary confinement)
at Eastham Unit in Texas--until TDCJ pulled a fast one, falsely claiming that he refused to participate in the AdSeg Transition Program to get him released back to general population. This is a complete lie: Malik has been
fighting to get out of Ad-Seg from the moment he was thrown in there two years ago on a bogus riot charge
(which was, itself, retaliation for prison strike organizing and agitating against inhumane, discriminatory
conditions). Here's what actually happened: when Malik arrived at Ramsey Unit on June 21, he was assigned
to a top bunk, which is prohibited by his medical restrictions as a seizure patient. TDCJ had failed to transfer his
medical restrictions records, or had erased them, and are now claiming no record of these restrictions, which
have been on file and in place for the past ten years. Malik wrote a detailed statement requesting to be placed
on a lower bunk in order to avoid injury; later that night, he was abruptly transferred back to Ad-Seg at a new
Unit (McConnell). Malik was told that Ramsey staff claimed he refused to participate in the Ad-Seg Transition
program--this is NOT true, and he needs to be re-instated to the program immediately! He also urgently needs
his medical restrictions put back into his records! We are extremely concerned for Malik's safety, and urgently
need the help of everyone reading this. Please take one or more of the following actions, and get a couple
friends to do the same!
1. Call Senior Warden Phillip Sifuentes at Malik's current facility (McConnell) and tell them Keith Washington
(#1487958) must be transferred out of McConnell and re-admitted to the Ad-Seg Transition Program!
Phone #: (361) 362-2300 (**048) 00- ask to be connected to the senior warden's office/receptionist--try to talk
to someone, but also can leave a message.
Sample Script: "Hello, I'm calling because I'm concerned about Keith H. Washington (#1487958) who was
recently transferred to your facility. I understand he was transferred there from Ramsey Unit, because he
supposedly refused to participate in the Ad-Seg transition program there, but this is not true; Malik never
refused to participate, and he needs to be re-admitted to the transition program immediately! I am also
concerned that his heat restrictions seem to have been removed from his records. He is a seizure patient and
has been on heat and work restriction for years, and these restrictions must be reinstated immediately."
Please let us know how your call goes at blueridgeABC@riseup.net
2. Flood TDCJ Executive Director Bryan Collier with calls/emails! You can use the above phone script as a guide
for emails.
exec.director@tdcj.texas.gov
(936) 437-2101 / (936) 437-2123
3. Flood TDCJ with emails demanding that Malik’s health restrictions and work restrictions be restored:
Health.services@tdcj.texas.gov
You can use the call script above as a guide; you don’t need to mention the Ad-Seg situation, but just focus on
the need to restore his heat and work restrictions!
4. File a complaint with the Ombudsman's Office (the office in charge of investigating departmental
misconduct); you can use the above phone script as a guide for emails.
Ombudsman@tdcj.texas.gov
5. Write to Malik! Every letter he receives lifts his spirit and PROTECTS him, because prison officials know he
has people around him, watching for what happens to him.
Keith H. Washington #1487958
McConnell Unit, 3100 South Emily Drive, Beeville, TX 78103
For more information about Malik: https://comrademalik.com/
Freedom Archives 522 Valencia Street San Francisco, CA 94110 415 863.9977 https://freedomarchives.org/
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-Veonza Bowers: Thanks the SF Bay View for publishing his article (
http://sfbayview.com/2018/07/veronza-dont-die-in-prison/ ) stating: “And I thank the good Brother Dr.
Willie Ratcliff and his Dear Wife Mary for publishing this in our Bay View … the very BEST Black owned and
edited newspaper in this country, bar none!” And requests that we help save the Bay View. “Won’t you please
help to save OUR Bay View? Any amount, big or small, will be greatly appreciated. Contact Mrs. Mary Ratcliff at
415-671-0789. COME ON NOW! “
-Open Letter by Concerned Academics Regarding Jamil Al-Amin; Open Letter to the Bureau of Prisons
and State of Georgia by Concerned Academics

“Please go to the Jamil Al-Amin website to add your name to the list:
http://www.kundnani.org/jamilalamin/index.php
“We are academics who have spent our careers researching the history of the civil rights movement, issues of
racial discrimination in the United States, civil rights law, and the representation of minorities in the public
sphere. We strongly believe that deepening knowledge of our nation’s past is essential to informing progress in
American politics and race relations today.
The acquisition of historical knowledge is strengthened considerably by having living participants in those
histories recount their experiences. We are therefore dismayed to learn of the current restrictions placed upon
one such prominent participant, Jamil Abdullah Al-Amin (formerly known as H. Rap Brown).
During the 1960s, Al-Amin was a national leader of the civil rights movement and was chair of the Student NonViolent Coordinating Committee, one of the era’s key organizations. As a civil rights leader, he met with
President Johnson, spoke across the country, and appeared regularly in television interviews. He is currently an
inmate at the federal prison at Tuscon, Arizona. He has been held in federal custody, on behalf of the Georgia
Department of Corrections, since 2007.
Throughout the last decade, all requests for interviews by scholars and journalists have been denied by the
Federal Bureau of Prisons. Their decision is, in part, based on the Georgia Department of Corrections’ view that
Al-Amin is ineligible for interviews "due to the potential security risks.” Letters to and from Al-Amin are usually
held by the government for months before they are released. In these ways, Al-Amin is prevented from any form
of practical communication with scholars who wish to document this history.
We understand that Al-Amin has been convicted of an extremely serious charge. However, we do not believe
there is any reasonable basis upon which to deny him direct access to scholars and journalists. His story ought
to be documented for posterity. In-person interviews with him in prison are essential for this purpose because
he is seventy-four years old and is serving a life sentence without parole.
We thus declare our opposition to the restrictions placed upon Al-Amin and call on the Georgia Department of
Corrections and Federal Bureau of Prisons to allow scholarly and media interviews and communication with AlAmin. We will make the reasons for our consternation known to our own elected representatives and the public
at large." http://www.kundnani.org/jamilalamin/index.php
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-Oakland IWOC-We are the Oakland local of the Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee of the Industrial
Workers of the World. We are writing to you because your organization endorsed the 2016 National Prison
Strike and/or #OperationPush, and we would like to ask if you would endorse the 2018 National Prisoner
Strike set to begin August 21. In April 2018, Jailhouse Lawyers Speak put out a press release calling for a twoweek national strike beginning on August 21, the anniversary of George Jackson’s assassination, and extending
until September 9, the anniversary of the Attica Prison Rebellion in 1971. The call has been taken up inside
from coast to coast, and across at least 17 different states. The author of this call, Jailhouse Lawyers Speak, is a
national collective of incarcerated people who fight for human rights by providing other incarcerated people
with access to legal education, resources, and assistance.
Over the past decade, a prisoners’ movement has arisen within facilities, with prison actions increasing in
frequency, intensity, and coordination. The 2018 national strike represents the next point of escalation within
this prisoner-led movement. Based on your past endorsement it is clear that you understand the importance of
providing support to folks inside who choose to take action within this fight. Their choice is one which risks
additional charges and more time locked up, months or years in solitary confinement, punitive transfers away
from family, and serious bodily harm, to name a few. Inside organizers have already begun to face retaliation.
Inside leadership has asked us on the outside to stand in solidarity with them by creating as much awareness of
and attention paid to the strike as possible, as this is one of their only protections from the brutality of the
state's retaliation and repression. And so we would like to ask if your organization will endorse the 2018
National Prisoner Strike by:
Adding your organization to the list of endorsers by emailing: prisonstrikemedia@gmail.com and requesting to
be added to the endorsement list. Publicly acknowledging your endorsement through your website, social
media channels, meetings, email lists, press statements etc. Encouraging your members or base to spread word
of the strike and to participate in any supporting actions, including but not limited to forming phone trees to
apply targeted pressure against facilities and figures engaging in retaliation against the strikers.
Providing whatever other organizational resources or connections you might have available for spreading and
supporting the strike. Feel free to reach out if you have any questions. We look forward to seeing your name
among the many endorsers! Inside Outside All on the Same Side, Oakland IWOC
iwoc.oakland@gmail.com

-Join -Fight for Im/migrants & Refugees Everywhere to protest the National Homeland Security
Conference! Wednesday, July 11, 6-9pm at Rockefeller Center
facebook.com/events/201329310711584/
“This Wednesday, join FIRE (Fight for Im/migrants and Refugees Everywhere) to protest the National
Homeland Security Conference! The Conference is an enormous propaganda event for the Department of
Homeland Security and private security contractors, responsible for the detention and deportation of millions
of migrants.
DHS out of NYC!, Abolish ICE and DHS and the Police!, Asylum for Central American Refugees; Open the
Borders, Close all Detention Centers & Prisons, End militarization of the Border, Justice for everyone killed in
detention, Justice for LGBTQ migrants, No Muslim Ban, No Wall, No Border, Reunite ALL families – including
those separated from the mass incarceration of Black, Brown & poor people
Solidarity with African, Asian & Middle Eastern migrants., Reparations now to Puerto Rico for US colonialism,
Permanent Residence now for all im/migrants, US & Pentagon out of Central America & everywhere! No War
Abroad....The DHS includes the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) which is responsible for the
continued devastation of Puerto Rico in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria. We demand reparations for Puerto
Rico. After the action, join us at Occupy ICE NYC at Foley Square for Dinner. There are two other important
events protesting the conference:
NYC Mayor and Police Commissioner address the conference-Tuesday 9am-noon at the Sheraton Hotel (7th and
53rd) facebook.com/events/1863786937259412/DHS Off Our Streets, ICE Out of NYC! Wednesday 4-6 pm at
Broadway and 53rd facebook.com/events/620381168328727/ “
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Community News, Articles and Updates
New Addresses:
-Michael Davis Africa #AM4973
SCI Phoenix
P.O. Box 244
Collegeville, PA 19426-0244
Write him a letter or send him a card and let him know he is in our hearts and on our minds.
-Little Feather* #25201-075
USP Hazelton
Post Office Box 2000
Bruceton Mills, West Virginia 26525
*Address envelope to Michael Giron, card/letter to Little Feather
-Angela Davis renews call for release of Ed Poindexter, Mumia Abu-Jamal, and Leonard Pelteir by
Michael Richardson richardsonreports July 25, 2018
"Speaking to the Chicago Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression recently, Angela Davis renewed her
call to release black prisoners she says were convicted for their political beliefs, not because they were guilty.
The event was a rally to welcome home fifty people from prison who had been wrongfully convicted.
Davis spoke about the need for international solidarity opposing institutionalized police violence against those
engaged in political conduct around the world. Davis said, “Anti-Muslim racism, Islamophobia has to be
understood as intersecting with and reinvigorating anti-Black, anti-Asian, anti-Latinos racism.”
Davis has her own history with oppression. A Communist leader, Davis was charged in August 1970 with
supplying weaponry used in a fatal jailbreak attempt at the Marin County Courthouse in California. A fugitive
for six months, while on the Ten Most Wanted list of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Davis served eighteen
months in pre-trial detention before she was acquitted in June 1972. The United Committee to Free Angela
Davis grew into the National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression.
The events in California that put Davis on the run were days before the August 17, 1970 bombing murder of
Omaha Patrolman Larry Minard. The crime was pinned on the Black Panthers and Edward Poindexter and
David Rice (later Wopashitwe Mondo Eyen we Langa) were convicted in April 1971. Davis spoke of the
Nebraska prisoners. “Mondo we Langa died. Ed Poindexter is still in prison.”
Over the long years that have passed, Davis has made regular pilgrimages to the Nebraska State Penitentiary to
visit the Omaha Two, as Poindexter and Mondo were called before Mondo’s 2016 death at the prison infirmary
of respiratory failure. Davis has repeatedly called for release saying the two men were framed during
COINTELPRO counterintelligence operations. “Leonard Pelteir, one of the longest held political prisoners, is
still behind bars and we really need to bring Leonard home.” Peltier, a leader of the American Indian Movement,
was convicted after a controversial trial for the murder of two FBI agents during a shootout at the Pine Ridge
Reservation in South Dakota. Davis also spoke in behalf of Mumia Abu-Jamal, a former Black Panther, convicted
for the 1981 murder of a Philadelphia police officer. After years on Pennsylvania’s death row, Mumia is now in
the regular inmate population, still serving a life sentence despite revelations of a flawed trial.
The last trip Davis made to Omaha was in 2016 to speak at a memorial service for Mondo. Davis noted that
although Mondo suffered inhumane conditions he never lost his humanity.”
“The Omaha Two are the subject of my new book FRAMED: J. Edgar Hoover, COINTELPRO & the Omaha Two
story which details FBI Director Hoover’s tactics to break the local Black Panthers and the manipulation of the
murder trial.” https://richardsonreports.wordpress.com/2018/07/25/angela-davis-renews-call-for-releaseof-ed-poindexter-mumia-abu-jamal-and-leonard-pelteir/
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-Leonard Peltier: Leonard Unit out of Lockdown
'We were hoping to share some good news about our visit with Leonard this week but that was short lived.
Even though the Elder’s Unit where Leonard is housed is no longer locked down, Coleman 1 is in a lock down
status thus preventing visits. However, the prison stated there may be visits next week-end, we’ll see! We are
still actively pushing to get a special legal visit! In fact, we had to speak to the Bureau of Prison’s Regional office
in order to have the legal department in Coleman respond to our attorney. If this denial of a Legal Visit
continues, we will pursue the matter in court! Leonard’s freedom depends on his ability to work closely with
his legal team. While we have been building up a legal fund, filing a brief can be very, very costly, so we need
your continued support. You can help by purchasing merchandise from the website shop or check out the new
paintings on Peltier Art.
We were able to speak with Leonard over this last week. He was extremely pleased to hear so many folks called
the office requesting post cards to send to President Trump. We have a new front image on the post cards and
have successfully distributed over 3,500 cards. We still have post cards in stock, so please e-mail us your
physical mailing address, the number of cards you are requesting and we will put them in the mail for you.
Leonard is optimistic that reaching out to President Trump at this time may garner his freedom. He encourages
those of you that enjoy writing to take some time to write a letter to President Trump. He suggests discussing
the FBI lies and government misconduct that has been used to keep him in prison for 44 years. On our website
is an example letter with information on these subjects.
For our wonderful Oklahoma supporters, we have a booth at the Woodie Guthrie Festival this week end. On July
27-29th we will also have a booth at the 68th Indian Hills Powwow and August 10-12th at the Tulsa Powwow of
Champions. So please stop by and say hello to our board member, Mark Maxey.
We recently installed a landline in the National Office, please make note of our new telephone number; it is 813488-7851. We are always thinking of new ways to reach out to Leonard’s supporters to make it easier for you to
receive the most current information about Leonard, our campaigns, fundraisers and events.
Thank you again for your support.
The ILPDC National Office and Board"
-Third Day of Hunger Strike at Northwest Detention Center – Tacoma: Statement from hunger strikers at
NWDC in Tacoma July 16, 2018 "We decided to begin a hunger strike on Saturday July 14th in the morning
once we heard our supporters would be outside the facility on Saturday afternoon, to show we also support
them, and to expose the problems in here, problems with food getting worse, and in support of the families
separated at the border and the children in detention. We want people detained to know we are not alone, to
know that by being united in here our voices can be heard outside. So that everyone know of the assaults and
harassment we suffer at the hands of Geo guards. All of us men and women. For full article please see:
www.latinoadvocacy.org
-Red Fawn Fallis and the Felony of Being Attacked by Cops by Linda Ford - July 18, 2018
What happened to Standing Rock water protector Red Fawn Fallis is what has happened to many women
political dissenters who go up against Big Government/Corporate power. After she was viciously tackled by
several police officers (caught on video), she was brought up on serious charges of harming those who harmed
her. Fallis, after months of intense corporate/military surveillance and handy informant reports, was targeted
as a coordinator and a leader, a symbol and an inspiration. For daring to make a stand for her people against
the encroaching poison and destruction brought by the Dakota Access gas pipeline, she became a political
prisoner. Native American women suffering dire consequences because of the ever-expanding needs of
capitalist/white rule is nothing new. Native Americans have endured environmental racism for a very long time
—from New England merchants to men seeking gold and to “tame” the West. Late 20th century technology
brought uranium mining and nuclear testing to the Southwest, bringing new and far-reaching disaster. The
Dakota oil pipeline, carrying explosive crude Canadian oil, goes through tribal lands, without tribal consent,
potentially poisoning their water and desecrating their sacred sites. Women have been on the frontlines of
DAPL resistance, with their traditional ties to “Mother Earth” and to ancient matriarchal spiritual leadership.
But Standing Rock women resister/water protectors, faced all-out war from government/corporate forces." For
full article please see: https://www.counterpunch.org/2018/07/18/red-fawn-fallis-and-the-felony-of-beingattacked-by-cops/
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-Michael Richardson "Why I believe Black Panther prisoner Ed Poindexter is innocent of murder"

Michael Richardson -After a decade of research and writing my new book FRAMED is available on Amazon
and Kindle. “The six things I learned while writing a book about the Black Panthers.” “On August 17,
1970, an Omaha policeman, Larry Minard, was killed by a bomb in a vacant house while responding to a call
about a woman screaming. The ambush attack on police was blamed on the local Black Panthers and two
leaders, Edward Poindexter and Wopashitwe Mondo Eyen we Langa (then David Rice) were convicted and
sentenced to life in prison. I lived in Omaha and attended the 1971 trial. All my adult life I wondered if the two
men were really guilty. Ten years ago I decided to find out and began research that consumed my life for the
next decade....” Please read full article at: https://www.opednews.com/articles/Six-things-I-learned-writi-byMichael-Richardson-Black-Panther-Party_Black-Panthers_Books_COINTELPRO-180705-678.html “Michael
Richardson is a freelance writer living in Belize. Richardson writes about Taiwan foreign policy, the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, and the Black Panther Party. Richardson was Ralph Nader's ballot access manager
during the 2004 and 2008 presidential elections “ “About the Author: Michael Richardson is a former
Omaha resident who attended Westside High School and the University of Nebraska at Omaha. Richardson was
a VISTA Volunteer on the Near-Northside and served on the Nebraska Commission on Aging before moving
from the state. Richardson attended the Minard murder trial and reported on the case in 1971 for the Omaha
Star in his first published article. After a nineteen year career as a disability rights advocate, Richardson worked
for Ralph Nader coordinating his ballot access campaigns in the 2004 and 2008 presidential elections.
Richardson has written extensively for the San Francisco Bay View, OpEdNews.com and Examiner.com about
the trial while spending the last decade researching and writing the book.” To purchase Mr. Richardson's
book “FRAMED: J. Edgar Hoover, COINTELPRO & the Omaha Two story” Please go here:
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=node%3D154606011&field-keywords=FRAMED%3A+J.
+Edgar+Hoover%2C+COINTELPRO+%26+the+Omaha+Two+story

-Jamil Al-Amin (H. Rap Brown): The unofficial gag order of Jamil Al-Amin (H. Rap Brown): 16 years in
prison, still not allowed to speak by Obaid H. Siddiqui
“At the modern intersection of Islamophobia and the Black Lives Matter movement resides Jamil Al-Amin
(formerly H. Rap Brown), the now forgotten civil rights activist and revolutionary leader who, 16 years ago this
year, was sentenced to life imprisonment for the murder of Fulton County, Ga., Sheriff’s Deputy Ricky Leon
Kinchen and the wounding of his partner, then-Sheriff’s Deputy Aldranon English, during a March 2000
gunfight. On the night of March 16, 2000, Deputies Kinchen and English were serving a warrant for the arrest
of Al-Amin for missing a court hearing regarding a traffic stop when they were engaged in a gun battle outside
Al-Amin’s grocery store in the West End neighborhood of Atlanta. Kinchen died the next day in the hospital, and
English, who had wounds that reminded arriving paramedic Kristin McGregor Jones of “Vietnam War wounds
that I’ve seen in the movies,” later identified Al-Amin as the shooter before being rushed into surgery. Prior to
his murder trial, Al-Amin released a statement proclaiming his innocence and empathy for the family of
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Kinchen. Afterward, the trial judge, Stephanie B. Manis, placed a gag order on Al-Amin to prevent him from
speaking. That gag order has unofficially been reinstated over the past 10 years, ever since Al-Amin was
secretly moved from a state prison in Georgia to the federal Administrative-Maximum (ADX) supermax prison
in Florence, Colo., amounting to the de facto silencing of a man who has been targeted by the federal
government for decades and who many believe is innocent of the crimes for which he’s been convicted.
A perceived threat
Multiple writers, journalists, filmmakers and academics have attempted to reach out through the federal
Bureau of Prisons to interview Al-Amin. All requests have been denied or ignored. Early in 2017, professor and
author Arun Kundnani, who is currently working on a biography of Al-Amin, “initiated the process [and] went
through the paperwork,” but was told that an interview of Al-Amin “would not be allowed to take place,”
Kundnani said. “Every scholar and journalist has been denied over the past 10 years because of a ‘security
risk,’” Kundnani said. The apparent “security risk” posed by Al-Amin stems from his time in the Georgia State
Prison at Reidsville, where he was first imprisoned to serve his life sentence. Through the prison mail system,
Al-Amin was asked to represent the needs of Muslim prisoners in the Georgia prison system. Yusha AbdulQuddos, a prisoner at Reidsville at the time, asked Al-Amin to “facilitate and encourage communication
between Muslim inmates and the Reidsville prison administration,” according to Al-Amin when he explained
the intent of the communication to prison authorities. Al-Amin accepted, later explaining to prison officials that
he wanted to “help Muslim inmates achieve the same religious privileges afforded to inmates of other religions.”
An intelligence unit within the prison inferred a greater threat and, after investigating the situation, released
three reports that ultimately acknowledged that Al-Amin never “ordered other inmates at any prison to commit
violence against prison officials” and was not tied, directly or indirectly, to any violence or unrest. Still, the unit
requested that Al-Amin step down from his leadership role, and he acquiesced. What a life! World famous
spokesman for Black power H. Rap Brown “retired” to found a mosque in a very poor hood in Atlanta,
organizing a strong community as Imam Jamil al-Amin. He is deeply loved for both roles. Two months later,
though, on June 12, 2006, the FBI prepared a report based on the information gathered from the prison
intelligence unit titled, “The Attempt to Radicalize the Georgia Department of Corrections’ Inmate Muslim
Population.” The purpose of the FBI report was to “provide insight into the motivation of a radical extremist
exploiting an inmate population for personal gain and power.” Identifying Al-Amin as the “radical extremist,”
the report continued, stating, “The solidarity movement could unify radical extremists, resulting in a power
base within the inmate population which could promote organized recruitment drives for radical Islamist and
collective disruptive or subversive behavior.” The report claimed that the “assertion that one of the missions of
the movement is to promote and defend the interests of incarcerated Muslims” was one of many “security and
radicalization concerns.” The prison shuffle- On July 30, 2007, a year after the FBI report, which lacked a
single bit of evidence tying Al-Amin to extremism, Al-Amin was secretly transferred to the federal ADX prison
without the knowledge of his family or legal counsel. Al-Amin spent seven years in solitary confinement in the
ADX, where he was locked in an underground cell for 23 hours a day. By early 2013, he’d developed a dental
abscess that, by October 2013, had caused his jaw to swell. “He had fluid gushing out of his mouth [and began]
swallowing the toxic fluids,” said Karima Al-Amin, Al-Amin’s wife and lawyer. When she spoke with him in
2014, he sounded as if he was “out of breath, as if he was running; he had difficulty breathing,” Karima Al-Amin
said. The toxic fluids “had gone into his lungs and chest area.” While Al-Amin languished in the ADX with an
increasingly serious medical condition, thousands of miles from his home in Atlanta, his family became worried.
It was “rough for us, realizing he’s up in age now, thinking he’s in a cell and can’t get proper medical attention,”
said Karima Al-Amin. The situation is “so emotionally draining. It finally hit Kairi [one of their sons] when he
couldn’t sleep. Just thinking about his [father’s] health made [Kairi] break down.” “After his wife led a campaign
to get her husband proper medical attention, Al-Amin was moved to the Butner Federal Medical Center, a
federal prison in North Carolina, in July 2014. Having formally been treated for the abscess, Al-Amin was then
moved to the U.S. Penitentiary, Canaan, a federal prison in Pennsylvania. For the first time in his life sentence
imprisonment, Al-Amin was placed in general population, out of solitary confinement. But by early 2016, he
was moved again, this time to U.S. Penitentiary, Tucson, a federal prison in Arizona, where he is currently held,
cut off from speaking to the outside world.
An open letter to the Federal Bureau of Prisons
Through “policy documents made available by the Georgia Department of Corrections, the BOP [Bureau of
Prisons] … assessed that [Al-Amin] is a security risk – someone who is convicted of harming a law enforcement
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officer is a certain risk,” said Kundnani, who is seeking to interview Al-Amin in the Arizona prison. “But while at
Reidsville, he was granted interviews,” Kundnani pointed out; therefore the “reason they give now – nature of
conviction – would have applied earlier, not just over the past 10 years.” “Serial killers are interviewed in
prison, but he’s not allowed to communicate with the outside world in the form of an interview. It’s something
that needs to be addressed,” Kundnani said. As a result, Kundnani published an open letter in December 2017
aimed at the BOP and the state of Georgia, demanding an end to the isolation of Al-Amin and allowing
academics and journalists access to him. Kundnani hopes that the open letter can get enough support from the
world of academia so that he can “go back to the BOP and ask them to review their decision in unjustly silencing
[Al-Amin].” “The suggestion that I’d be in danger by interviewing him, that’s ridiculous. Whose security is at
risk?” Kundnani asked rhetorically. “So the reason must lie somewhere else.”
A decades-long target
Federal authorities have long sought to discredit, silence and punish Al-Amin. As part of the FBI’s illegal
Counterintelligence Program, or COINTELPRO, J. Edgar Hoover sent a memorandum dated Aug. 25, 1967, to all
FBI offices regarding “Black Nationalist Hate Groups” (eerily similar to the supposed current “black identity
extremist“ threat identified by the FBI). The memo ordered all FBI offices to “expose, disrupt, misdirect,
discredit, or otherwise neutralize” all individuals and organizations considered a threat. Al-Amin, then H. Rap
Brown, listed among three others – Stokely Carmichael (Kwame Ture), Elijah Muhammad and Maxwell Stanford
(Muhammad Ahmed) – was to be given “particular emphasis.” Federal authorities have long sought to discredit,
silence and punish Al-Amin. The surveillance continued throughout the 1990s, as the FBI placed informants in
Al‐Amin’s Atlanta community to try to connect him with criminal activity. Despite developing a 44,000‐page file
on Al‐Amin, the FBI was unable to pin a single charge on him. That all changed in May of 1999, when Al-Amin
was pulled over by Cobb County, Ga., Police Officer Johnny Mack for driving a vehicle with a “drive-out tag,”
which legally allowed new car owners to drive a vehicle for 30 days without officially registering it. In a court
hearing, Mack explained that stopping cars with drive-out tags was part of his “basic patrol,” even when there
was no evidence of wrongdoing. In light of new documents that were released by the FBI in 2013 per a longstanding Freedom of Information Act request initiated by Al-Amin’s wife, Karima, the traffic stop appears more
targeted than random. On April 14, 1999, six weeks before Mack pulled over Al-Amin on May 31, an FBI
document logging surveillance on Al-Amin stated he was “observed unloading unidentified items from a dark
green Ford Explorer with dealer tags.” According to Mack’s testimony, he ran a check on the vehicle
identification number and the car was listed as stolen. At that point, Al‐Amin was removed from his vehicle and
searched. During the pat-down, Mack found a bill of sale for the vehicle and a police badge in Al‐Amin’s wallet.
The bill of sale showed Al‐Amin as the rightful owner of the vehicle and that the honorary badge had been
issued to Al‐Amin from the former mayor of White Hall, Ala., John Jackson.
Al‐Amin never presented the badge, and following the arrest, the mayor of White Hall sent a letter to officials in
Georgia verifying the authenticity of the honorary badge. Still, Al‐Amin was charged with driving a stolen car,
driving with expired insurance and impersonating a police officer. After missing the court date for the traffic
hearing, which Al-Amin asserts he was never told of after it had been rescheduled following a severe ice storm
that hit Atlanta, Deputies Kinchen and English went to serve the warrant for his arrest that led to the gunfight.
Disputed evidence
Al-Amin’s trial lasted two months. Multiple elements of the prosecution’s narrative didn’t fit the physical
evidence of the crime scene. The surviving deputy, English, swore that his attacker had gray eyes and that he
and Kinchen had shot him. There were multiple 911 calls made after the shooting that identified a man
“bleeding on the corner begging for a ride.” But Al-Amin has brown eyes and, when captured four days after the
gunfight, had no signs of any shooting-related injuries. A witness testified that upon hearing shots fired, he
looked out his window and saw a man of “average height, average build” firing a gun and was “absolutely
positive” it wasn’t Al-Amin, who has a distinctively lean, 6-foot-5-inch frame.
Moreover, the guns found in Alabama during the arrest of Al-Amin did not have any fingerprints on them; nor
did Al-Amin have any residue from shooting the guns on his hands or clothes. The latter was an important
detail: Federal officers claimed that Al-Amin shot at them during his capture, and they even filed a federal
indictment against him. The charges were dismissed in 2002 after multiple witnesses testified that federal
officers were the only ones firing their weapons. In addition, the prosecution provided no motive. No
explanation was given as to why a well-respected religious leader of a burgeoning Atlanta community, on the
night of one of the holiest days in the Muslim calendar – Eid al-Adha – would shoot at two black deputies
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serving him a warrant for missing a traffic-stop hearing. Despite the lack of motive and actual evidence, the
jury of nine blacks, two whites and one Hispanic returned a guilty verdict after five hours of deliberation. The
jury decided against the death penalty and instead committed Al‐Amin to life in prison. The same day that his
conviction was delivered, the stat trial court ruled that the original traffic stop that started the whole ordeal had
violated Al‐Amin’s Fourth Amendment right of protection from unreasonable search and seizure, and therefore
had been illegal. Since then, Al-Amin has been secretly moved from a state prison in Georgia to federal custody,
where, at USP Tucson, he is currently imprisoned and still actively working with his lawyers to petition for a
retrial.
The appeal
The appeal for a retrial is being led by the law firm Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton. KT&S originally was
assigned Al‐Amin’s case pro bono when he brought a suit against the warden of the Georgia State Prison, Hugh
Smith, and other prison officials for illegally opening mail from his legal counsel in violation of Georgia
Department of Corrections’ procedures and Al-Amin’s constitutional rights. As he researched the case, Allen
Garrett and lead counsel and senior partner at KT&S A. Stephens Clay discovered retaliatory actions on the part
of prison officials against Al‐Amin. Moreover, they came across the work of G. Terry Jackson and Linda Sheffield,
Al‐Amin’s attorneys from his state appeal case in 2007. The 2007 state appeal featured a deposition of Otis
Jackson, a man who, on three separate occasions, confessed to the crime for which Al-Amin is imprisoned.
Jackson’s deposition provided accurate details of the night of the shooting, from the type of weapons and
ammunition used to the position of the deputies and vehicles during the shootout. Jackson also matches the
physical description of the eyewitness who saw the shooter – Jackson is listed as 5 feet 8 inches tall and 170
pounds, and he has gray eyes, matching the testimony given by Deputy English of the man who shot him.
Jackson’s confession also matches the 911 calls reporting a bleeding man making his way through the
neighborhood: In his confession he describes knocking on doors and trying to hitch a ride while bleeding from
his wounds. Jackson even has scars on his body from wounds he says were caused by the guns of the deputies
during the gunfight. (Jackson, also known as James Santos, is currently serving a prison sentence at U.S.
Penitentiary, McCreary, in Kentucky, for unrelated crimes. He is scheduled to be released in 2027.) On March 7,
Al-Amin’s current lawyers submitted an appeal petitioning for a new trial with the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Georgia, partly based on ignored evidence contradicting the prosecution’s claims, like the multiple
confessions of Otis Jackson that were never presented to the jury and blatant violations of Al-Amin’s
constitutional rights during the original trial. During the prosecution’s closing arguments, a mock crossexamination was performed of Al-Amin – a gross violation of his Fifth Amendment right not to testify or to have
his choice used against him, as the prosecution did.
Planting guns
Al-Amin’s defense was also refused the chance to cross-examine FBI agent Ron Campbell, a violation of the
confrontation clause within the Sixth Amendment. Not only did Campbell admit to angrily spitting on and
kicking Al-Amin after he was handcuffed, but his story concerning where he was during the hunt for Al-Amin
prior to his capture was also inconsistent. At one point, while looking through the wooded area where Al-Amin
eventually was arrested, Campbell claimed that he was helped over a fence by other officers. Later, Campbell
claimed that he was alone when he climbed the fence. The details of Campbell’s story are important,
specifically in relation to the finding of the guns at the scene and when he was alone. Although federal officers
claimed that Al-Amin fired weapons at them prior to his arrest – a claim that was later dropped after multiple
witnesses contradicted the charge – the guns found at the scene had neither fingerprints, DNA nor blood tying
them to Al-Amin. Al-Amin’s lawyers believe that Campbell planted the guns at the scene, referencing an
incident five years earlier in 1995, when Campbell killed Glenn Thomas, a 23-year-old Black man in
Philadelphia. On June 1, 1995, Campbell and three Philadelphia police officers approached Thomas while he
was sitting on a railing with two friends drinking a milkshake. Thomas was wanted for skipping bail and
missing a court hearing for charges stemming from an assault on Housing Authority officers six months earlier.
Thomas started to run, but before he could get far, he was shot and killed by Campbell. The FBI and the
Philadelphia officers claimed that Thomas pulled a gun and turned toward them to fire. However, witnesses to
the shooting said Thomas didn’t have a gun. Further contradicting Campbell’s claim was the fact that Thomas
was shot in the back of the head and the gun found next to him had no fingerprints on it, leading many to
believe the gun was planted on Thomas by Campbell. Al-Amin’s defense wanted to question Campbell about his
history of being accused of planting weapons on suspects, but the judge denied the attempt because Campbell,
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though investigated by the FBI’s Internal Affairs unit and subjected to a private criminal complaint calling for
his arrest in the Superior Court of Pennsylvania, was never found guilty. Now, 16 years after his conviction and
10 years since any journalist or academic has been able to interview him, Al-Amin sits in a federal prison,
waiting for his case to make its way through the court of appeals. All the while, his family and supporters
believe he’s innocent and simply another targeted victim of a decades-old federal vendetta.
‘We don’t want you talking’
The de facto silencing of Al-Amin is “more about what [he] represents, not the nature of his conviction. The
government believes he’s a radical voice among Muslims and Black people, and they’d rather that his followers
did not hear from him,” said Kundnani. Khalil Abdul-Rahman, a close friend of Al-Amin’s and a leader of a
Muslim community in Greensboro, N.C., recalled seeing Al-Amin in 2013 as a legal assistant to former U.S.
Attorney General Ramsey Clark, who visited Al-Amin at the ADX supermax prison in Colorado. Al-Amin was
“allowed out in the yard for a little bit with a few other prisoners … the [Hispanic prisoners] gravitated toward
him, and when [they] were called back in, they asked the guards for Qurans,” Abdul-Rahman said. “[The then-]
warden [David Berkebile] was watching the whole time,” and he turned to Al-Amin and said, “‘This is why we
don’t want you talking.’”
Obaid H. Siddiqui, a writer and freelance journalist based in Philadelphia, can be reached at @OhSiddiqui. This
story was recently republished by the SF Bayview http://sfbayview.com/2018/06/the-unofficial-gag-order-ofjamil-al-amin-h-rap-brown-16-years-in-prison-still-not-allowed-to-speak/Freedom Archives 522 Valencia
Street San Francisco, CA 94110 415 863.9977 https://freedomarchives.org/ Questions and comments may
be sent to: claude@freedomarchives.org

-David Gilbert: SURJ Webinar on David Gilbert’s book — “Cross Class Organizing to End White
Supremacy” “We are happy to announce an upcoming SURJ webinar: “David Gilbert and SURJ: The Necessity of
Cross-Class Organizing to end White Supremacy.” The webinar will take place on Monday, July 23 from 8:009:30pm EST/ 5:00-6:30 PST. Webinar
Registration:https://zoom.us/meeting/register/c9223d69b58159b0cde7dc3c8da9331eThis webinar is part of
SURJ’s series of book and film study groups. As part of the webinar we will also launch a study guide to help
groups and individuals dive into David Gilbert’s new short book, Looking at the U.S. White Working Class
Historically. See a full summary of the book here. You can participate in this webinar by calling in by phone or a
video call through the computer. Here is the facebook event for this webinar:
https://www.facebook.com/events/257000221738788/

https://www.leftwingbooks.net/book/content/looking-us-white-working-class-historically

-Administrative Detention Order of Khalida Jarar Confirmed 05 July 2018
"In a hearing held on 2 July 2018, Military Court Judge Raphael Yemeni confirmed the renewal of Palestinian
Legislative Council Member Khalida Jarrar’s administrative detention order. This will be the second time in
which it has been renewed, meaning that Khalida has been held without charge or trial since 2 June 2017.
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Khalida nor her lawyer were present for the hearing, as she is part of the collective action to boycott all court
hearings related to the process of administrative detention." For full article please see:
http://www.addameer.org/news/administrative-detention-order-khalida-jarar-confirmed

-Mutope Duguma - Our inactions have allowed prison officials to suppress us under their Social
Tyranny NOTHING NEW By Mutope Duguma June 2018
“An End To Hostilities” is an agreement/document that was brought forth to build Peace amongst the Prison
Class, which means that strong communication between the groups will to be used to end any problems that
may surface within prisons. We prisoners had to come to terms with the realization that our inactions have
allowed prison officials to suppress us under their Social Tyranny, where we have been held hostage in what we
call ‘protracted violence.’ From 1979 to 2009, prison violence would devastate prisoners throughout CDCr, and
sadly would do the same to our communities, where we would also be conditioned to this violence inside of
California prisons. Based on gathered intelligence, there has never been an impartial nor thorough investigation
into how prison officials allowed such violence to occur as well as spread into our communities. Prisons, no
matter what their classification levels, I, II, III or IV, are very dangerous environments. They house mostly young
people; those who suffer from drugs and alcoholism. Least we cannot forget those undeveloped minds, which
have yet to become rational thinking men and women. Therefore, it’s relatively easy to socially engineer
prisoners under social tyranny by manipulating conflicts that lead to their destruction. Prison officials have
total control over all prisoners held in CDCr and this affords them the power to impose their will upon
prisoners as they try to see fit. So, prisons and citizens of this country should not be surprised to see that CDCr
is managing prisoners with violence in order to secure their best interest: Higher Pay and Job Security. Peaceful
prisons go against CDCr agenda, and therefore, violence has to be its trademark." Please see full article here:
http://www.mutopeduguma.org/
-Federal prosecutors abruptly dismiss all remaining Inauguration Day rioting cases by Keith L.
Alexander July 6, 2018 “District prosecutors on Friday dismissed rioting charges against all remaining
defendants arrested after destructive Inauguration Day protests, bringing to a close a controversial case which
led to allegations of government overreach. Prosecutors began filing paperwork Friday afternoon to formally
drop the cases against 38 people who had been awaiting trial." Please see full article here:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/federal-prosecutors-abruptly-dismiss-all-remaininginauguration-day-rioting-cases/2018/07/06/d7055ffe-7ee8-11e8-bb6b-c1cb691f1402_story.html?
noredirect=on&utm_term=.126df3349714

-NEW RESOURCE: Best Practices Guide for Setting Up a Legal Defense Fund
https://www.nlg.org/new-resource-best-practices-guide-for-setting-up-a-legal-defense-fund/
“Legal defense funds can serve as crucial tools for sustaining grassroots led movements and defending the
people who put their lives on the line for them. The National Lawyers Guild and National Bail Fund Network
have teamed up to create the Best Practices Guide for Setting Up a Legal Defense Fund in order to address some
challenges organizers may face in creating and implementing such funds, with considerations related to
fundraising, eligibility, legal logistics, accountability, and more.
"As more and more legal defense funds emerge, it is essential that we are thoughtful and deliberate in how we
use them. The NLG is so excited to collaborate with NBFN to create and share this important resource," said
NLG executive director Pooja Gehi.
Download Best Practices Guide for Setting Up a Legal Defense Fund now!”
https://www.nlg.org/new-resource-best-practices-guide-for-setting-up-a-legal-defense-fund/
[RELATED] Webinar: Bail Funds & Community-Based Strategies (3/9/18)
https://vimeo.com/259738795 “
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-Little Feather (Michael Giron): “has made it to prison after being sentenced to 3 years. He will likely be at
USP Hazelton for the next 21 months. Please shoot him a letter, card and see how he is, show him some love and
support. I am unsure of how people housed there can receive books so maybe ask him first before sending any
books. thanks, daniel”
Michael Giron #25201-075 USP Hazelton P.O. Box 2000 Bruceton Wills, WV 26525
More: https://www.freelittlefeather.com/ https://www.facebook.com/freelittlefeather/
-3,533 Palestinians Detained by Israel So Far in 2018 (10 July 2018) "According to a joint report by
human rights groups, Israel’s occupation forces have detained 3,533 Palestinians, including 651 children and
four journalists, during the first semester of 2018. On Tuesday, human rights organizations
PalestinianPrisoners Club, Addameer Prisoners Support and Human Rights, The Prisoners Commission and Al
Mezan Center for Human Rights issued a joint report detailing the arrests and detentions.According to the joint
report, Israel issued 502 administrative detention orders. Administrative detention is a controversial policy
because it allows occupation forces to hold detainees without a charge or trial while maintaining the alleged
evidence under confidentiality. Currently, there are 430 Palestinians held under administrative detention.Israeli
human rights group B’tselem, which also monitors administrative detentions, has denounced the complicity of
Israel’s judicial system. “The state makes sure to lend this policy a guise of legality by requiring the courts to
review every detention order. In these proceedings, the detainees are represented by counsel; they may appeal
the judge’s decision, and the hearings follow procedural and evidentiary rules. However, this is merely a façade
of judicial review, as the detainees have no real opportunity to mount a reasonable defense against the
allegations,” B’tselem explains in their website. In June, the largest number of Palestinians detained were from
the occupied city of Jerusalem, where 117 detentions were carried out. In May, during the height of the Great
March of Return, the rights organizations reported 604 Palestinians were detained, including 94 children. As it
happened in June, most detainees are from East Jerusalem. Until the end of May, there were 6,000 Palestinians
being held in Israeli prisons, including 350 child prisoners." https://www.telesurtv.net/english/news/3533Palestinians-Detained-by-Israel-So-Far-in-2018-20180710-0011.html
-RAPP: Please join us and our allies at several exciting upcoming events:
“RAPP Coalition Meeting: Join our monthly meeting on Wednesday, August 1, 6-8pm at 22 Cortlandt St, 33rd Fl,
Manhattan (Correctional Assoc. of NY). We'll discuss updates, strategy and upcoming opportunities to organize
to #FreeOurElders. Pizza will be provided. All are welcome!
Breaking Bars: Fighting Incarceration from the US to Palestine: Connect the struggles between the US and
Palestine on Thursday, August 2, 7-9pm at Barnard College, Diana Center Rm. 504, 3009 Broadway, NYC (at
119th St.). RAPP, Jewish Voice for Peace, and Addameer Prisoner Support and Human Rights Organization will
explore systems of domination and parallels of structural violence between the US and Palestine.
Sharing Stories of Self-Defense & Survival in the #MeToo Era: Attend this exciting event on Thursday, August 9,
6:30-8:30pm at the Asian American Writers Workshop, 110-112 West 27th St. Ste. 600, NYC. Survived &
Punished NY will host this event as part of National #FreeThemAll Week of Action in their efforts to get mass
commutations for incarcerated survivors of gender based violence.”
For more upcoming events, be sure to visit our website at www.rappcampaign.com/events/
-Red Fawn Fallis: Sentenced to 57 Months in Federal Prison July 11, 2018 "Bismarck, ND – Red Fawn Fallis, a
political prisoner arrested during the movement to stop the Dakota Access Pipeline, was sentenced today in
federal court by Judge Daniel Hovland. Fallis was sentenced to 57 months (4.75 years) in federal prison. She will
receive a credit of 18 months ‘time served’ taken off of her sentence, from time spent in North Dakota jails
before trial proceedings began. Fallis is expected to serve a total of 39 months in prison followed by 3 years
probation." Please see full article here:https://www.unicornriot.ninja/2018/red-fawn-fallis-sentenced-to-57months-in-federal-prison/
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-A Critique of Racial Profiling in the Berkeley Police by Steve Martinot “I am sending out my critique and
evaluation of a study and report on racial profiling in the Berkeley Police Dept. as an attached file. The study
was done by the Center for Policing Equity (CPE), and can be found here [http://tinyurl.com/ycpgfe7a] (just
paste the URL in the address window of your browser). My critique and evaluation of the CPE report is too long
to put in an email (it is 12 pages), so I am attaching it. It is in three parts.
Part 1 gives the background and historical context for the CPE report, and discusses a few of its characteristics
and problems. One of its main problems is its failure to put the data it analyses in its historical context. That
historical context involved the growing resistance throughout the nation to police violence and police brutality,
resulting in a number of massive uprisings in different cities. Indeed, it was the demonstrations in Berkeley and
Oakland in Dec. 2014 that led to the commissioning of this study, owing to the many charges of police brutality
made in their wake. I point out a couple of places where the study’s data itself cries out for some kind of greater
contextualization.
Part 2 regards the data, and the racial disparities in the way the BPD approaches people, which is clearly
shown in the way the data presented. The BPD divides the population into 5 racial categories, and provides data
on traffic stops, pedestrian stops, and “use of force.” The CPE presents the data by category, by year, and as
totals for the five year span of the study, which covers from 2012 to 2016. The essential point of this section is
the problem raised by the inordinate tendency to stop African Americans, to an extent far beyond their
presence in this city. It raises the question, given that Berkeley is a very diverse city in which people from
different racial categories are easily misidentified (some black people who are very light, and some Latinos or
Asians who are quite dark, for instance), how are the police able to recognize African Americans to the extent
they do to produce the disparities in traffic stops that the data indicates? In conjunction with this question,
there are indications that the police underwent certain policy shifts around issues that indicate a kind of
“federalization” of local urban policing.
Part 3 addresses some of the logical extensions of these issues. If we postulate a “recognition factor,” it
nevertheless has to be facilitated by a police “search function” to come up with the racial disparities in police
operations that the study indicates. But "search" is an intention. It implies a “harassment attitude.” And that
concept implies a relation between police operations and a broader structure of racialization in this country.
Some sense of the basic inner workings of that structure of racialization, as indicated by police operations, is
then discussed. If the attachment does not come through, you can find the text of my critique of the CPR report
at https://tinyurl.com/y7pobe7r

-Let Lucasville Uprising Prisoners Tell Their Own Stories! Staughton & Alice Lynd
Staughton and Alice Lynd are prominent activists and have been involved in numerous causes, including the
civil rights movement, the anti-war movement, workers’ rights, and prisoners’ rights. They have worked with
the ACLU of Ohio as volunteer attorneys for over 20 years.
Introduction
The eleven-day rebellion at the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility (SOCF) in Lucasville, Ohio, began on April
11 and ended on April 21, 1993. Extensive prosecutions followed the negotiated surrender. According to the
authorities, there were fifty trials in ten counties, forty-seven guilty findings or guilty pleas, two not-guilty
findings, and one hung jury.1
Five prisoners were sentenced to death: Siddique Abdullah Hasan, Keith LaMar, Jason Robb, George Skatzes,
and James Were. Their cases are still being litigated. All except Skatzes are held, not on Death Row at the
Chillicothe Correctional Institution, but in the highest level of security at the supermaximum security prison,
the Ohio State Penitentiary (OSP) in Youngstown".For Full Article Please See: https://www.nlg.org/nlgreview/article/let-lucasville-uprising-prisoners-tell-their-own-stories/
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-BLACK AUGUST NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2018

Salamu Comrades, Family and Friends, We sincerely hope all is well as can be with you and your loved ones.
The B.A.O.C. in Oakland Ca. Is excited to host you all for this first Black August National Conference. This historic
event will be held at the E.O.Y.D.C East Oakland Youth Development Center In Oakland California on August 11,
2018. We have been working on the conference for about a year and are ready to greet all of our comrades and
supporters from around the country as we spend this day dialoging, learning, commemorating, singing, dancing
and breaking bread together. This will be a one day working conference where you will have the opportunity
to share with each other your ideas about how to best move forward in the years ahead. How we should work
together in our efforts to commemorate and liberate our loved ones who have gone before us and those still in
captivity, separated from their communities and their families. The day will consist of workshops, speakers,
food and edutainment. If you or your organization would like to do a brief presentation, please contact the
committee as soon as possible at banationalconerence2018@gmail.com It is our hope that you will be able
to attend this conference in person so that we may be able to build together as we share our revolutionary love
with one another.
There is no time like the present for us to take this most special month of the year to re-focus and re-dedicate
our hearts and minds to the work. We are excitedly looking forward to hosting you and spending this time with
you all. Please take a moment to register your attendance at the Eventbrite link here
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/black-august-national-conference-2018-tickets-45621983581
Individual registration tickets are free to the public. Donations of any kind are welcomed and will help us better
serve our guest from around the country. if you or your organization would like to be listed as a sponsor for the
conference, please register your desire by submitting a $40.00 organization sponsorship.
If you or your organization are interested in being a vendor contact Sistar Makini Iyapo at 909-275-4126 or
banationalconference2018@gmail.com In humbleness of spirit of and revolutionary love.
B.A.O.C.
BA National Planning Committee
"FOR SURE THE HOUR FOR WHICH WE YEARN SHALL YET ARRIVE AND OUR MARCHING STEP WILL
THUNDER WE SURVIVE"
BLACK AUGUST NATIONAL CONFERENCE
This Black August National Conference has been called for by various prison slavery abolitionist and youth
development activist under the unity and leadership of the founding elders of the Black August Organizing
Committee. The purpose of this Conference is to formulate legal services and litigation teams for at risk youth
and longest held prisoners. Establish programs to provide housing and resource access training for homeless
youth, adults and newly released citizens. We will continue to try to stem the increasing flow of our youth to
jails and prisons. The numbers of youth who are homeless or simply in the streets aimlessly can be drastically
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cut down with organized effort within our communities. During the course of this Conference we will establish
the necessary programs that will give us the greatest potential of achieving our goal. This Conference will bring
together in unity the working spirit of comrades of the Black August Commemoration prison movement from
around the country to establish a set of tactics and strategies that will be used going forward in our collective
and individual efforts to better serve our youth and to liberate our brothers, sisters, comrades, family and
friends from the neo-slavery prison system. The conference will extend into various annual Black August
events scheduled in Oakland, Los Angeles and other areas around the country. There will be cultural
performances, pilgrimage tours, dedications and tributes throughout the month. Events will be posted here
soon. There is no time like the present for this Black August National Conference to take place. If you or your
organization have been in support of or hosted Black August Commemorations and programs in the past, you
are invited and strongly encouraged to RSVP this conference by registering with the National Planning
Committee here on this Eventbrite invitation as our special invited guest. Food and lodging information will be
added to this invite as registration submissions are received. You can also reach us at
banationalconference2018@gmail.com for additional info. Registration is strongly suggested but not required.
VENDORS CONTACT SISTER MAKINI IYAPO @ 909-275-4126
SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO banationalconference2018@gmail.com paypal.com
Hosted by Oakland BAOC.
"FOR SURE THE HOUR FOR WHICH WE YEARN SHALL YET ARRIVE AND OUR MARCHING STEP WILL
THUNDER WE SURVIVE" "THIS EVENT IS NOT SPONSORED BY THE EOYDC"
-AFTERTHOUGHTS From London visit for Aafia "Assalaamu Alaikum (Greetings of Peace): A transatlantic
flight gives a person plenty of time to think. I used my time traveling across the Atlantic to give a lot of thought
to the International Free Aafia Campaign, its strength and weaknesses; and to reflect upon the urgent question,
Where Do We Go From Here? Among other things, I had to honestly ask myself if this particular journey to the
UK was worth the time, energy, and monetary sacrifice. (While my flight and hotel accommodations were paid
by others, I had to take a train from Washington to NYC for the flight, at my own cost, and at a time when The
Aafia Foundation is in critical need of operational revenue.) After sober reflection I decided it was. Here are
some of the results from my internal deliberation: The strength of the International Free Aafia Movement has
been: (a) the righteousness of the cause itself; (b) the dedicated core of activists who have not allowed the
plight of Aafia Siddiqui to wither on the vine and die; (c) a core of committed activists that begins with Dr.
Fowzia Siddiqui (Aafia’s sister in Karachi); the frontline of dedicated supporters who have publicly stood with
her in Pakistan; and the goodhearted folk behind the scenes who have provided the frontline with consistent
material support!" For Full Article Please See: www.aafia.org

-Leading Palestinian prisoners launch hunger strike to lift the sanctions on Gaza
"The Lift the Sanctions movement is echoing inside Israeli jails, as several leading Palestinian prisoners
announced the launch of an open hunger strike on 25 July 2018 against PA sanctions policies against prisoners
from Gaa. Representing a united front of all major Palestinian political parties within Israeli jails, the hunger
strikers are demanding the reinstatement of aid and social support to Palestinian prisoners and their families
from the Gaza Strip. As part of the Palestinian Authority in Ramallah’s sanctions on Gaza, which have included
cuts to social benefits, delays in approval of medical treatment, cuts to electricity payments and other key
issues that have affected the popular classes in the Strip, prisoners’ allowances, which are used to purchase
goods at the “canteen” or prison store were also slashed or eliminated for Palestinian prisoners from Gaza, as
were family support funds. Research has shown that prisoners are economically exploited and pay artificially
high prices for food and other items. Palestinian prisoners’ families also rely on these social benefits, as their
imprisoned family members are denied the opportunity to work to support their wives, children and parents."
For Full article Please see: samidoun.net/2018/07/leading-palestinian-prisoners-launch-hunger-strike-to-liftthe-sanctions-on-gaza/
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-America's Black Radicals – a Timeline in Pictures "Such images of fearless young men and women fighting,
protesting and standing strong in defiance and resistance to the injustices imposed on our people are very
encouraging, satisfying and uplifting. However, basking in the bold actions and accomplishments of our
predecessors does nothing, absolutely nothing, to confirm our dignity, honor and self-respect. It is up to us, the
current generation, of teenagers, young adults, grand-parents and great grand-parents to dig deep within our
hearts, souls and spirits and cultivate the resolve to do what ever needs to be done to rid ourselves, and the
world, of the oppression and tyranny plaguing humanity and eradicate the evils of capitalism and the angloamerican-eurpoean hegemony, imperialism and racism that thrives of off it.”
“We must exact Justice or die trying!" Why do i cry?... Why do tears swell in my eyes, When i think of the
1960's? When many of my People, then, realized That it was more honorable to loose their lives Then live
like slaves subjected to oppression and tyranny! From 'Why i cry'”
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2018/jul/30/america-black-radicals-timeline-inpictures?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other

-The Black Panthers still in prison: after 46 years, will they ever be set free? by Ed Pilkington with video
by Tom Silverstone - July 30, 2018
“Antoinette Russell vividly recalls the first time she was led to believe she would finally meet her father as a free
man. He called her up on a prison phone, his voice shaking with excitement, and told her: “I’m coming home!”
That was 17 years ago. Since then, every two years, she’s been put through the same agonizing drill. “He’d call
saying the same thing: ‘I’m coming home,’” she said, speaking at her home in Montgomery, Alabama. “It got to
the point where I said, ‘Daddy, I don’t want to hear that any more. I get my hopes up thinking you’re going to be
released and then you’re not. It kills me every time.’”
A thousand miles away in Deer Park, Long Island, Diane Piagentini is trapped in exactly the same traumatic
cycle, connected to the same man. “Every two years the Band-Aid gets ripped off your heart and you have to
recall everything that happened and play it over and over again,” she said.
The unbearable pain felt by these two women may bear comparison, but there the similarities end: they have
nothing in common when it comes to their desires about what should happen to him.
Russell hopes her father will be given his freedom. Piagentini prays he rots in his cell until the end of time. “He
needs to stay in prison for the rest of his life. When you commit a heinous crime like that, you deserve only the
death penalty.”The focus of both women’s attention is Antoinette Russell’s father, Jalil Muntaqim, who is known
in maximum security prison by his birth name, Anthony Bottom, and ID number, 77A4283." For full Article and
video's See: https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/30/black-panthers-prison-interviews-africanamerican-activism
This is the beginning of a series of articles on the Black Power Movement by journalist Ed Pilkington of The
Guardian.
Next in the series will feature the MOVE 9
Be sure to check out all the links and watch the video!
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/series/black-power-behind-bars
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/30/black-panthers-prison-interviews-african-americanactivism?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/30/intoxicating-freedom-gripping-fear-mumia-abu-jamalon-life-as-a-black-panther
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/30/black-panther-radicals-still-in-jail
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2018/jul/30/america-black-radicals-timeline-inpictures
Be sure to read the excellent article on MOVE and The MOVE 9!!
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jul/31/a-siege-a-bomb-48-dogs-and-the-black-commune-thatwould-not-surrender
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-Black Panther prisoner Edward Poindexter serving life without parole in Nebraska prison by Michael
Richardson

Edward Poindexer pictured the day of his arrest and in 2016 in prison where he still remains (credits: Omaha Police
Department/Mary Loan)

"Edward Poindexter was born November 1, 1944 at the Logan Fontenelle housing project in Omaha, Nebraska.
Living a segregated childhood, Ed rarely ventured outside of the Near-Northside. Poindexter volunteered for
the Army within months of graduating from North High School where he was active on sports teams. “I went to
basic training at Fort Leonard Wood and my next duty station was Frankfurt, Germany, and then I came back to
the States and I re-enlisted….I went to another school at Fort Lee, Virginia. And from there to Fort Lewis,
Washington, for a couple of months and then to Vietnam.” Ed became politically conscious while serving in
Vietnam where he spent time in the stockade for fighting.
Ed received an honorable discharge from the Army, found a job, lost his wife, and moved, all in a short period of
time as he made his transition to civilian life. “Following my discharge from the Army I took a job for a few
months at the post office in Atlanta, Georgia. Gloria had agreed to join me later after I got settled in. It never
happened, as she began accusing me of having affairs and spending my money on drugs. She was right and we
separated. I was at a crossroads in my life.”
Ed’s sister mailed him an article on the Black Panther Party while he was in the Army and he was intrigued at
the time. Suddenly events in his life provided Poindexter an opportunity to explore Black Panther activism in
his hometown. “After hearing about a Black Panther Party chapter in Omaha, I decided it was time that I made
my life count for something.” “From the first Panther meeting I attended, I knew it was my calling to become a
revolutionary black militant, because I never felt more of a sense of belonging or a sense of kinship with any
real organization before. It’s difficult to explain, but I just knew I belonged.”
“I attended a Panther meeting…and instantly fell in love with the concept of the Black Revolutionary Marxist,
socialism and everything associated with it.”
“One of the important lessons I learned during my work with the Black Panther Party was how to communicate
with people and how to resolve problems in a creative, intelligent manner. I was proud of myself, as I’d come a
long way from the days when I’d bust someone in the mouth first, then talk later.” For Full Article Please See:
https://richardsonreports.wordpress.com/2018/07/31/black-panther-prisoner-edward-poindexter-servinglife-without-parole-in-nebraska-prison/
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-No Peace in Colombia as ex-FARC Guerrilla Sonia Awaits Release From US Prison by W. T. Whitney - July
30, 2018
On joining the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) in 1990, Anayibe Rojas Valderrama, became
“Sonia.” By then the insurgency had already, for 26 years, been fighting Colombia’s rich and powerful over their
control of land. Colombian soldiers captured her on February10, 2004. Charged with drug trafficking, Sonia was
extradited to the United States on March 9, 2005. Convicted by the U.S. District Court in Washington on
February 7, 2007, Sonia is serving a 16 year, eight month sentence at the Carswell woman’s prison in Fort
Worth, Texas. She leaves prison on August 18 and presumably will be deported to Colombia. Her experience
illustrates aspects of revolutionary struggle in Colombia and U.S. intervention and points to the currently dim
prospects for peace there." For Full Article Please See: https://www.counterpunch.org/2018/07/30/no-peacein-colombia-as-ex-farc-guerrilla-sonia-awaits-release-from-us-prison/
-20 Freedom Flotilla sailors still held in Israeli jail; Italian artists deported from Palestine
30 July 2018
“Twenty international solidarity activists on board the Freedom Flotilla to Gaza are being held in Israeli prisons,
report the Freedom Flotilla Coalition. The first boat in the flotilla, “Al-Awda,” was hijacked by Israeli occupation
forces in international waters on Sunday, 29 July. The next boat in the flotilla, the “Freedom,” is still on the
approach to Gaza. The Flotilla aims to break the Israeli naval siege on Gaza, Palestine. Two activists with Israeli
citizenship on the boats, Zohar Chamberlain Regev and Yonatan Shapira, were released on bail and charged
with attempting to enter Gaza and conspiracy to commit a crime. The 20 international solidarity activists
remain detained in Givon prison and were scheduled to begin meeting with their lawyer on Monday." For Full
article Please See: http://samidoun.net/2018/07/20-freedom-flotilla-sailors-still-held-in-israeli-jail-italianartists-deported-from-palestine/
Ahed Tamimi is Free But Hundreds of Palestinian Children are Still in Israeli Prisons July 29, 2018
"The Palestine Chronicle congratulates the Palestinian people and the Tamimi family on the release of teenage
protest icon, Ahed Tamimi. It also reminds its readers and supporters of Palestinian rights everywhere that
hundreds of Palestinian children continue to be imprisoned and are often tortured by their Israeli jailers. Also,
we must all keep in mind that nearly 7,000 Palestinian prisoners are held in Israeli jails, many of whom are
imprisoned without trial (the so-called ‘administrative detention’), and almost all of them go through the
customary weeks of torture." For Full article Please See: http://www.palestinechronicle.com/ahed-tamimi-isfree-but-hundreds-of-palestinian-children-are-still-in-israeli-prisons-videos/

Jericho Movement's Current Work and Progress
National Jericho members are planning the yearly retreat. It will take place November 2 nd -4th in Portland,
Oregon. We are very excited to be doing a retreat on the west coast and we are currently working on logistics
as well as an itinerary.
Jericho actively maintains direct connections with our political prisoner by visiting or writing them monthly.
We also maintain contact and assists their families as available. We monitor health & legal status and provide
support and intervention. We hold political education classes, table at events, give presentations, interviews
and speak on Radio shows. We are actively involved in collaborating with and supporting other organizations
and events which are in alignment with our missives and values to break down walls of injustice, racism,
oppression and Free our Political Prisoners.
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The Jericho Movement has initiated as well as supported and participated in many rallies, events and calls to
action this month. Thinking forward-we will be updating our website, increasing our international reach to
build continued solidarity and plan to create additional resources for our Political Prisoners/POW's and their
families.
As Jalil Muntaqim has a parole hearing in August, and we are campaigning for his freedom. We are also
providing financial support for Herman Bell, Seth Hayes and Debbie Africa who were recently released.
Additionally, Jericho is considering adding two more additional Political Prisoner's to our list of freedom
fighter's. Stay tuned for more updates on this.
Jericho meetings occurred during the month of July across the nation. The campaign "In the Spirit of Nelson
Mandela” met in NYC on July 14th. The next meeting is August 11 th.
-Monthly Reports from Jericho Chapters and Affiliates include (but not Limited to):
Four Prison visits; 3 letter writing sessions, 1 food package sent; monies sent to 2 Political Prisoners for
commissary ($500), participated in a joint letter writing to Alvaro Luna Hernandez (Xinatchli), Janet and Janine
Africa, and Nina Droz Franco on Saturday, July 21, 2018 at Holyrood Church together with The Campaign to
Bring Mumia Home, Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee (IWOC) and Critical Resistance NYC.
Participated in a march through Harlem for Ana Belen Montes and Nina Droz Franco organized by ProLibertad.
NYC Jericho also had a lovely BBQ in Marcus Garvey park on July 14, 2018, with about 30 people attending. We
are looking forward to taking a trip to see Seth, and also to visit David Gilbert in the near future.
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Free at last!
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Sharon, Jalil, Ann

In the Spirit of Nelson Mandela Campaign
-Prison Lives Matter: In the Spirit of Nelson Mandela (Event) July 18th
On July 18th, International Nelson Mandela Day, the New Afrikan Liberation Collective in partnership with IDOC
Watch held a panel on political prisoners followed by a demonstration outside the IDOC headquarters to call
attention to the ongoing abuse in Indiana prisons. July 18th is a day to remember the revolutionary legacy of
Nelson Mandela, help prisoner for nearly 30 years. In December of 2015 the United Nations General Assembly
passed an update to the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, known as the Mandela rules.
The U.S. prison system is in flagrant violation of the statutes set forth not only in the basic humane treatment of
its prisoners but in its holding of political prisoners and political prisoners of war.
In 2017, Jalil Muntaqim, founder of the Jericho Movement to free political prisoners, called for Nelson Mandela
International Day to be day for remembering and fighting for the many political prisoners like Mutulu Shakur,
Sundiata Acoli, Mumia Abu Jamal, etc..held in illegal confinement in the U.S..
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The NALC, under the leadership of Chairman and Co-founder Kwame Shakur has taken up this call. On July 18th,
revolutionary organizers from across the country are coming to Indianapolis for a panel on political prisoners.
The panel included:
Kilaika Shakur- George Jackson University
Bilal Sunni Ali- The Jericho Movement
Erick Khafre Balogun- Millions for Prisoners
Latoya Wall- New Afrikan Black Panther Party-Prison Chapter
Following the panel, gathered at the IDOC Headquarters at 2:30pm to protest the increasingly destructive,
inhumane, and illegal abuse of Indiana inmates.
The panel began at Light of the World Christian Church,4646 N Michigan Rd, Indianapolis, IN 46228 at 11am.
Then over to IDOC HQ 302 W Washington St E334, Indianapolis, IN 46204.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1728125647242362/?active_tab=discussion
REPORT TO FOLLOW

Jericho is spearheading the “In the Spirit of Nelson Mandela” campaign proposed by political prisoner and cofounder of the National Jericho Movement Jalil Abdul Muntaqim. This initiative appeals to the international
community, including the International Commission of Jurists, to call for special hearings within the United
Nations to review the cases of Political Prisoners. Several meetings have already occurred in collaboration with
interested others, and much headway is being made regarding organizing efforts. Please contact:
nycjericho@gmail.com if you are interested in becoming involved. We invite you to support this initiative.
As we prepare to launch the In the Spirit of Nelson Mandela, Bring Back the International Jurists Campaign, we
are providing links to some important documents. One of these is the United Nations Mandela Rules,
unanimously passed by the Security Counsel in December of 2015. Another important document is Jalil
Muntaqim's essay regarding the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination and the
International Jurists. Please see links and Docs at: http://www.freejalil.com/2017juristsUN.html also in
German!! Click here to read the Report of International Jurists—Visit with Human Rights Petitioners in the
United States, August 3-20, 1979.
Political Prisoner/Prisoner of War, Jalil Muntaqim states in his blog “recently the Jericho Amnesty Movement
embarked on a new national and international campaign to persuade the U.N. International Jurists to initiate a
formal investigation on human rights abuses of U.S. political prisoners. To further demand the U.S. Corporate
Government implement the U.N. Minimum Standards on the Treatment of Prisoners, and for the immediate
release of our political prisoners. This especially calls for the release of those with COINTELPRO convictions
who have languished in prison for 30 to 50 years. These political prisoners were contemporaries of Nelson
Mandela; when he was fighting against Apartheid in South Afrika, they were fighting against Jim Crow
segregation and second-class citizenship in the U.S. This Jericho campaign motto is “In the Spirit of Nelson
Mandela” and activists across the country are urged to join and support in whatever way they are able in
political solidarity toward the building of the National Coalition for the Human Rights of Political Prisoners”.
(http://www.freejalil.com/blog47.html).
Please read our invitation below and contact us if you are interested in endorsing, sponsoring or
otherwise becoming involved in “The Spirit of Nelson Mandela” initiative.
“Greetings of Peace!
The IN THE SPIRIT OF NELSON MANDELA COALITION invites you to join our campaign to develop an
International Coalition to acknowledge, recognize and push for the release of US held Political Prisoners. The
conditions under which US political prisoners are forced to live and the length of their sentences violates
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international law and the UN Nelson Mandela Rules. In December 2015, the United Nations General Assembly
adopted its landmark resolution 70/175 entitled “United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment
of Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules”) (https://www.penalreform.org/priorities/prisonconditions/standard-minimum-rules/). These Rules condemn the United States’ policies and practices of
punitive solitary confinement, medical neglect and long term solitary confinement. This particular international
initiative stems from a call from Political Prisoner and co-founder of the National Jericho Movement to Free All
Political Prisoners, Jalil Abdul Muntaqim. Although efforts to present our issues in the international arena
certainly aren’t new—Malcolm X urged such in the 1960s—this Initiative begins with a much needed renewed
energy, focus and commitment.
While constantly organizing and soliciting endorsers and sponsors, our first campaign objective was to contact
the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) (https://www.icj.org) to initiate a formal investigation into the
holding of Political Prisoners in the United States. Representatives from the ICJ had come to the United States
before in 1979 to visit Political prisoners Sundiata Acoli and Ed Poindexter. Some forty years later these
prisoners still remain in prison. Ultimately, we hope to use this investigation to bring the following results:

•

Generate international awareness and attention

•

Implore the United Nation to convene a Truth and Reconciliation Tribunal to explore, expose and address
the social, economic and political historic conditions of people of color, and particularly black people in the
United States, revolutionaries and movement organizations that struggle against these conditions, and the
government’s brutal and illegal response to those organizations and people resulting in the deaths and
incarcerations of hundreds

•

Build political and legal pressure to call for the release of Political Prisoners

We realize that we have a difficult job ahead, but the more national and international solidarity we garner, the
greater the chances for victory. We hope you will join the campaign by 1. Agreeing to support by clearly identifying your organization and contact person;
2. Providing your accurate email and phone number (We will keep you informed of developments of this
initiative); and
3. Partaking of the unique experience of collectively brain storming strategies to bring this struggle to the
international arena and to the United Nations.
Your input is valued at any level.
In solidarity,
The National Jericho Movement
In the Spirit of Nelson Mandela Coalition”

FREE ALL U.S. HELD POLITICAL PRISONERS!!!
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Moving Forward
As we move towards accomplishing our goals, we seek to continue to form new alliances, to help build a more
unified front both nationally and internationally. We look forward to expanding our scope of services as well as
increasing our dedicated members, especially reaching out to the youth to carry on the torch of justice for not
only our beloved freedom fighter's who are now elders still in these dungeons , but also for those Political
Prisoner's who are to come in the future-and surely they will, given the escalating oppression and fascism that
is swiftly seeping through every “right” in this country. Unless a sudden change permeates the power
structures, the number of political prisoner's will grow. COINTELPRO is still alive and running many missives
in which to entrap those who oppose the tyrannical, oppressive & racism regime. In the many decades of their
operations they have become even more cunning and sophisticated. Our hope is to unify the people who truly
want to move forward towards a better future for all, not just some-and to use the power of unified numbers to
stand as strong as a spider web against those who have chosen a destructive path to abolish human rights .
As our Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War are aging and too many have already died behind these dungeon
walls, it is imperative that we as a collective, continue to go even harder in the quest for their freedom. They
have been waiting patiently... for 30, 40, 50 years. “For to be free is not merely to cast off one's chains, but to live
in a way that respects and enhances the freedom of others.”―Nelson Mandela
As Jericho has withstood many obstacles in the past 20 years, we are still here, and we will not fall back. We are
relentless in bringing our beloved freedom fighters home.

Gratitude and Appreciation
It is with great gratitude that we express our sincere appreciation to you-our supporters. Without your help,
we could not accomplish all that we do for our Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War. From helping their
families visit them, to assisting with legal and medical needs, to putting monies in their commissary as well as
providing forums wherein we can hold events to educate others about our Political Prisoners/Prisoner's of War,
your support helps make this possible. We know it, and our Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War know it as
well. There is power in the people, and this is where their freedom lies.
It is because of people such as yourselves, who so graciously give of your time, your donations as well as your
thoughts towards this cause that brings us closer to the day when we can finally say-They are Home at
Last....Can you imagine? After sacrificing for the community-the community is the one who brings them home.
After languishing in a steel dungeon waiting for freedom for decades, when that door finally swings open and
they finally step into their families arms for good, it will be a powerful day indeed.
We are all links that join together as one. No act, no deed is too small. Together we are strong, powerful. We
just have to keep going-as they did back in the days when they were fighting the same old oppressive, racist
regime.
“Freedom can never be taken for granted. Each generation must safeguard it and extend it. Your parents and
elders sacrificed much so that you should have freedom without suffering what they did. Use this precious right
to ensure that the darkness of the past never return.”―Nelson Mandela.
Thank you-for safeguarding and extending the fight for justice, freedom and human rights. There is a light
down the way, it is called our children's eyes. May they know a better world.
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As you know, the obstacles to helping free our political prisoners are immense. It is to challenge the super
power and its many facets. It is to fight repression through education, organizing, mobilizing, and creating a
movement that embraces freedom and dignity for all people and freedom for all political prisoners.
Your financial support at this time is needed for Jericho’s continued work and effectiveness.
If you cannot support financially, please do continue to read our newsletters, share them widely, tell others
about our Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War-volunteer to help us if you can, for everything matters and no
sincere deed is left unnoticed. We are the ones, for a prisoner's options are limited, we have the key, we just
have to figure out together, how to unlock those doors.
Free all Political Prisoners!
In struggle and gratitude, The National Jericho Movement

Your Generous Contributions Help us Provide Real Support to our Political Prisoners!
___ $25 ___ $50 ___$75 ___$100___$250 ___$ Other___
There are two ways to make a donation:
Please make non-deductible donations to:
National Jericho Treasury
Mail to: "Jericho Treasury/Michael Alston"
Ashanti Alston
162 Miller Ave
Providence, R.I. 02905

For tax deductible receipt, send donations to:
Alliance for Global Justice
Subject Line: Jericho
Mail to:
Elane Spivak Rodriguez
Alliance for Global Justice
225 E. 26th Street, Suite 1
Tuscon, Arizona 85713

Or Visit our website at: http://www.thejerichomovement.com/donate and click our “donate” button.
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